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ABSTRACT 

 

The inverse productivity-size relationship has been observed the world over, yet there has not 

been an adequate explanation to describe why it occurs. Three hypotheses have been 

presented: imperfect markets, soil characteristics, and measurement error. This thesis focuses 

on soil quality and imperfect markets as the cause of the relationship: smaller plots are simply 

more fertile and thus more productive than larger, more marginal lands. Since soil 

characteristics have not been considered in previous analyses, the resulting omitted variable 

bias induces the inverse relationship. The soil hypothesis is tested within the context of 

imperfect markets, including various types of labor and household or village fixed effects. 

Using soil and labor data from Madagascar, this thesis finds that soil characteristics do not 

influence the inverse relationship The inverse relationship remains even after controlling for 

house-hold level effects questioning imperfect markets as a cause. Further work is warranted 

to ferret out the cause of the observed inverse productivity-size relationship. It may be 

allocative inefficiency of the household resources among the plots that gives rise to the inverse 

relationship.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 Since the 1920s an interesting, although not infrequent, phenomenon has been 

under investigation in developing countries: smaller farms tend to be more productive 

(i.e., they produce more output per hectare of land), on average, than larger farms 

(Chayanov, 1926). A simple explanation is that farms exhibit decreasing returns to 

scale, producing less output as the farm increases in size. However, there are a 

multitude of papers showing the prevalence of constant returns to scale in agriculture 

(e.g., Bardhan, 1973; Berry and Cline, 1979; Carter, 1984). Therefore, no matter how 

large (or small) a farm becomes, productivity should, on average, remain constant. So 

there must be another reason for the presence of the inverse farm size-productivity 

relationship. 

 Three theories have emerged as possibilities to explain the inverse relationship: 

(1) the inverse relationship is simply the result of measurement error (this is gaining 

popularity as of late), (2) imperfect markets induce the relationship (labor and credit 

so far have been the foci), and (3) smaller plots are inherently more fertile than larger 

plots (there has been inadequate data for a definitive conclusion). There have been 

arguments both for and against all three of these theories, but none have been 

convincing enough to settle the debate. While this thesis does not deign to determine 

which of the three is correct, it will test the second and third hypotheses using data 

than has not been previously available. 

Lamb (2005) tests both the imperfect markets and soil characteristics theories, 

along with the possibility that measurement error was the cause of the relationship. He 

finds that different variables influence the inverse relationship when he compares a 

fixed effects specification to a random effects specification, evidence that 

measurement error could be the root cause of the relationship. Feder (1985), Carter 

(1986), and Barrett (1996), using data from different countries and focusing on 
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different markets, present compelling evidence that inverse relationships signal 

imperfect markets, and that if interventions were made, the inverse relationship might 

disappear. Meanwhile, Kimhi (2003) finds that in maize farms in Zambia, plot size is 

an endogenous variable and if size is treated as an exogenous variable, the inverse 

relationship disappears. When treated as an endogenous variable, there is a strong 

inverse relationship between plot size and output. In the soil quality camp, Bhalla and 

Roy (1988) show that the presence of soil characteristic variables weakened the 

inverse relationship at several levels of aggregation. Benjamin (1995) takes a different 

tact and shows that the absence of soil characteristic variables created the inverse 

relationship via omitted variable bias, combining the first and third hypotheses. 

 There is not yet a clear indication of which one of the theories is correct, or if a 

combination of them is the answer. What most of these papers lack are satisfactory 

datasets. Bhalla and Roy (1988) have some soil data available, but do not have labor 

data, and so their estimation is somewhat incomplete. Benjamin (1995) improves upon 

their model by using labor data, but he does not have soil data available and instead 

relies on instruments to test his hypothesis. Assunção and Braido (2007) have plot-

specific data on the crops cultivated by households, but do not have specific soil data 

to effectively test the land quality hypothesis. In fact, they conclude that the soil 

quality hypothesis should be more thoroughly investigated as their findings indicate 

that household characteristics have no impact on the inverse relationship. 

 Each of the three main theories holds very different consequences for 

agricultural and development policy. If the inverse relationship is simply the result of 

measurement error, then poor data are to blame, there is no phenomenon to explain, 

and the focus of development could turn to other pressing issues. If imperfect labor 

and/or credit markets are the cause, then intervention can correct those imperfections 

and the inverse relationship disappears. If, however, small farms are indeed more 
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productive than large farms due to their soil characteristics, then there is no reason to 

evaluate the land distribution – the large farms have poor soil quality (ergo why they 

have not already been broken up into smaller farms) and no remedial actions are 

necessary. 

 The data used in this paper include detailed soil characteristics unavailable in 

previous studies, providing soil chemistry and composition instead of relying on 

subjective statements by farmers regarding soil quality or on weak instruments. The 

specific nature of the data allows for more definitive conclusions to be made about the 

impact of soil quality on the inverse relationship, and allows for direct testing of the 

land quality hypothesis. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief 

review of the literature. In chapter 3 the data used in this study are presented along 

with summary statistics. Chapter 4 presents the analytical framework used to test the 

measurement error hypothesis. In Chapter 5 the empirical framework is presented 

along with the empirical test required to determine whether the measurement error 

hypothesis holds in these data. Chapter 6 presents estimation results. In Chapter 7 the 

results and their implications for policy and future research are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The seminal work that brought attention to the inverse relationship was Sen’s 

1962 paper on small Indian agricultural households, although the relationship had 

been noted in the late 1920s in Chayanov’s work on small Russian farms (Chayanov, 

1926). Sen noticed that small farms, on average, were producing more than large 

farms per unit of land. Since then, this phenomenon has also been documented in 

Africa (Collier, 1983; Barrett, 1996; Kimhi, 2003), Southeast and East Asia (Lodhi, 

2001; Benjamin and Brandt, 2002; Rios and Shively, 2005), and Europe (Alvarez and 

Arias, 2003). However, several studies have also found the exact opposite of the 

inverse relationship. Hill (1972, 1977) and Kevane (1994) have found that in West 

Africa and Sudan, respectively, productivity per unit area cultivated increases with 

farm size. Clearly the inverse relationship is not a given, and there may be something 

particular about the locations where it does appear. 

Several hypotheses have arisen in attempts to determine this particular 

“something”. The first hypothesis is that measurement error could be the cause of the 

inverse relationship (Lamb, 2003), although this hypothesis has not been investigated 

as intensively as alternative hypotheses. Sen (1966) put forth two explanations of the 

phenomenon he observed in his 1962 paper. First, the relationship could arise because 

of the tie between the cost of labor and capital. If there is unemployment, family labor 

is often cheaper than hired labor and since a household has access to this cheaper labor 

(which is a non-cash input), the remaining capital can be used for other inputs, such as 

fertilizer. Second, smaller farms could simply be more fertile than larger farms. 

Households are drawn to fertile land, causing the land to become more highly 

partitioned than marginal lands. These two hypotheses have become the focus of 

numerous studies, the first expanding to include other imperfect markets (such as 

access to the credit market (Heltberg, 1998; Assanção and Ghatak, 2003) or price risk 
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(Barrett, 1996)), and the second became formalized as an omitted variable bias 

problem (Bhalla and Roy, 1988; Benjamin, 1995).  

 The hypothesis that has gained most of the attention is that multiple imperfect 

markets serve as the catalyst for small farmers to farm their land more intensively than 

large farmers, specifically by applying more labor. Small farms face a different set of 

opportunity costs than do large farms: labor is relatively abundant for small farms but 

capital and land are relatively scarce. Large farms, on the other hand, have more 

readily accessible land and capital (for example, access to formal credit is more 

readily available, as is the ability to purchase machinery) and labor has a higher 

opportunity cost due to monitoring and supervision constraints. Thus small farm 

households have a higher labor to land ratio whereas large farms have a smaller ratio 

and, as a result, may not be able to cultivate all of their land or if they can, may not 

produce the maximum output (Carter and Wiebe, 1990). 

Feder (1985) shows that multiple market failures are necessary in equilibrium to 

generate variation of yields across the farm size distribution. In his case, labor market 

failures, due to asymmetric information that requires supervision combined with credit 

rationing, can create a relationship between plot size and output.  If output elasticity 

with respect to land is low and labor effort elasticity with respect to supervision is 

high, output increases with farm size. However, if the opposite is true and output 

elasticity with respect to land is high, then the inverse relationship occurs. Feder’s 

contribution was thus to emphasize that the existence of an inverse relationship signals 

widespread, multiple market failures, suggesting that state intervention may be 

necessary to improve allocative efficiency as well as equity in the rural economy. 

Carter (1984), in what is perhaps the first careful econometric investigation of the 

inverse relationship, concludes that differences in soil fertility (captured indirectly via 

village fixed effects) offer only a partial explanation for the inverse relationship. The 
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over-riding factor is the “peasant mode of production” used by smaller farms: 

essentially the peasant household is both a producer and consumer. Although the 

household does not necessarily provide an output for others to consume, it is still 

receiving compensation for its efforts in the form of subsistence. As long as there are 

labor market failures (e.g., unemployment), the farmer will always put his/her surplus 

labor toward his/her plot to increase his/her “compensation”, leading to higher 

productivity on a small plot. 

Barrett (1996) examines the multiple imperfect market hypothesis through 

price risk, underscoring that any combination of market failures will suffice: the 

phenomenon does not depend on only an imperfect labor market. He found that 

households which cannot obtain larger parcels of land due to failures in the land and 

credit markets, face food price risk since their food security is uncertain, and either 

oversupply (i.e., net buyer of food) or undersupply (i.e., net seller of food) their labor 

relative to the standard wage that meets the expected marginal revenue product 

equilibrium. Barrett’s findings provide an explanation to the paradox of constant 

returns to scale co-existing with the inverse relationship. While total factor 

productivity is constant (i.e., constant returns to scale exists), one (or more) of the 

inputs (such as labor or credit) may exhibit decreasing returns to scale and thus induce 

the inverse relationship. 

Heltberg (1998) also looks at several imperfect markets simultaneously, namely 

credit, labor, land, and risk, as the cause of the inverse relationship in Pakistan, with 

the addition of controlling for soil characteristics through fixed effects. Per acre labor 

input with respect to adult equivalents (i.e., number of household adults able to 

provide labor) was inelastic, giving credence to Feder’s (1985) common supervision 

constraint hypothesis that as land size increases it becomes more difficult to ensure the 

workers do not shirk, and credit obtained increased with farm size, given that land can 
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always be used as collateral, providing evidence of a credit constraint. Heltberg finds 

an inverse relationship in the data, even when household fixed effects (intended to 

control for soil characteristics as well as other household-specific unobservables) are 

included.  

Despite the large number of studies focusing on imperfect markets as the 

explanation of the inverse relationship, no consensus has arisen, leaving open the 

possibility that there is an altogether different explanation. Bhalla and Roy (1988) 

explored more thoroughly the second of Sen’s candidate explanations for why the 

inverse relationship occurred – smaller farms are inherently more fertile than larger 

farms. While a few studies had also pursued this explanation (e.g., Khusro (1964) and 

Sen (1975)), the lack of detailed, direct land quality data has thus far prevented any 

conclusive findings. Using rough proxies such as soil color, texture, and depth, Bhalla 

and Roy found that the inverse relationship weakened with the inclusion of soil 

characteristics, and in some cases disappeared altogether. Additionally, their analysis 

was performed at several levels of aggregation, beginning at the state level and the 

inverse relationship became weaker as they moved towards the less aggregated data at 

the farm level. 

Benjamin (1995) had similar findings when he formalized the omitted variable 

bias approach. When proxies for soil characteristics, introduced via several 

instrumental variables, are included as regressors, the inverse relationship disappears 

or weakens. However, the data did not include direct observations of soil quality and 

the validity of the instruments have been questioned (Lamb, 2005). Moreover, the 

inverse relationship was constant over farm sizes and did not diminish among the 

larger farms (as was suggested by Feder (1985) and shown by Kimhi (2003)). 

However, Bhalla and Roy’s approach was not without its own caveats: while they had 

soil data, labor data were unavailable. Benjamin’s approach was the reverse case: he 
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had labor data available but lacked adequate soil data. Further, both used 

specifications that may not have adequately captured the interaction effects of the soil 

characteristics. Thus their findings, while they raise the intriguing prospect that the 

imperfect markets explanations of the inverse relationship may not be definitive, are 

inconclusive as well.  

Assunção and Braido (2007) use plot-specific data from India to test for the 

influence of land quality and household-specific effects (e.g., shadow price variation 

due to market imperfections) on the relationship between yield and plot size. Soil type 

was their primary soil characteristic variable, based upon the color and texture of the 

soil: their control variables for soil quality are understandably rough.  They 

nonetheless find that the inverse relationship is significantly weakened with the 

inclusion of these soil characteristics, although it does not completely disappear. 

Moreover, intra-household fixed effects do not have a significant impact on the 

inverse relationship. Their findings thus suggest that unobserved household 

characteristics are not a factor with the inverse relationship and that the likely culprit 

is unobserved plot-specific characteristics, such as soil make-up. Assunção and Braido 

(2007) provide the most solid case in favor of the soil quality hypothesis, albeit 

indirectly. 

While the rough proxies for soil quality (i.e., instrumentation, land owner 

testaments) may reflect the actual soil quality, they are subjective and, as such, may 

suffer from substantial, systematic measurement error. For example, a farmer may say 

her soil is very good because she has the labor and/or capital to apply adequate 

fertilizer or compost, or perhaps has knowledge from her family on good farming 

practices, resulting in improved yield as well as better soils management. Similarly, 

coarse, subjective soil quality data may suffer from confirmation bias, wherein 

respondents provide answers that confirm their beliefs about their land. For example, 
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when deciding if they have “good” or “very good” land, respondents may state that 

they have “very good” land because of recent good yields, thereby generating spurious 

correlation in the estimation of the soil quality-yield relationship irrespective of true, 

unobserved soil quality (Marenya et al., 2008). There could have been good weather, 

or inputs were cheaper, resulting in increased output. For this paper, data on both labor 

and detailed soil nutrient content on a plot-by-plot basis are available for farms in 

Madagascar. Instead of using instrumented variables as in Benjamin (1995), or rough 

proxies for soil type as previous authors have, a production function is directly 

estimated both with and without the soil nutrient stock data to test for change in 

estimates (both in sign and significance) of the plot size variable to determine whether 

the inverse relationship is weakened, strengthened, or unaffected. This paper is, to the 

best of my knowledge, the first to directly test whether the inverse relationship arises 

because of an omitted variables problem. 
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CHAPTER 3: DATA 

The data used were collected as part of a USAID BASIS CRSP
1
 study carried 

out in Madagascar. The survey was fielded in 2002 in 17 villages in two highland 

locations and focused specifically on agriculture. This paper uses the production data 

collected (e.g., types of irrigation, use of animal traction, yield) for rice plots only, 

totaling 300 households and 526 plots. Rice is the primary crop cultivated in the 

region, thus it is likely that any market imperfections would be reflected in 

households’ rice crops (Benjamin, 1995). 

While this survey was fielded, soil core samples were taken from each plot. 

Sample cores were taken at a depth of 20 cm from five locations within a plot (the four 

corners and in the middle) and mixed together to create a composite soil sample. 

These samples were then sent to the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF) lab facility 

in Nairobi, Kenya, to be analyzed through wet chemistry and spectral analysis. Out of 

the 518 samples, 234 were chosen for wet chemistry analysis
2
. A detailed description 

of the analysis method can be found in Shepherd and Walsh (1992); a summary is 

given below. 

The wet chemistry data include exchangeable calcium, extractable phosphorus, 

soil pH, percent sand, percent silt, percent clay, percent carbon, and percent nitrogen. 

Extractable and exchangeable values indicate how much of each nutrient or base is 

available in the soil for the plant. The wet chemistry analysis was completed by air-

                                                      
1
 USAID’s BASIS CRSP (Collaborative Research Support Program) focuses on “interactions and inter-

relationships of land, water, labor, and financial markets and the impacts of policy or policy reform in 

helping improve access to and efficiency of factor markets in multiple regions around the world.” 

(http://www.basis.wisc.edu/) The project is housed at the University of Wisconsin. The data discussed 

in this paper was collected under the “Rural Markets, Natural Capital, and Dynamic Poverty Traps in 

East Africa” project based at Cornell University 

(http://aem.cornell.edu/special_programs/afsnrm/basis/).  
2
 This technique was developed in part because wet chemistry analysis is destructive to the samples, is 

expensive and time-consuming. The sample size for the wet chemistry analysis is adjusted if the 

accuracy is not satisfactory (Shepherd and Walsh, 2002), ensuring strong correlation between the 

spectral data and soil characteristics. 
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drying the soil samples, passing them through a two millimeter sieve, and then stored 

in paper bags at room temperature. The extraction method consisted of using 1 molar 

potassium chloride (KCl) in a 1:10 soil:solution ratio. The sample was then analyzed 

using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) titration to determine the exchangeable acidity. To 

determine exchangeable calcium and magnesium, the soil was passed through a 

spectrometer and analyzed by atomic absorption (this determines which atoms and 

how many were absorbed by the soil sample). A 0.5 molar sodium carbonate 

(NaHCO3) plus a 0.01 molar EDTA (ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid) solution was 

used to extract potassium, which determines exchangeable potassium in the soil 

(Shepherd and Walsh, 2002). To determine the amount of organic carbon (percent 

carbon) in the soil, the sample was treated with H2SO4-dichromate oxidation and the 

resulting color change that occurred in the sample (a process called colorimetry) was 

analyzed. The amount of nitrogen available in the plant was determined by evaluating 

ammonium production with 7-d anaerobic incubations at 40° Celsius (Shepherd and 

Walsh, 2002). 

A spectral analysis was also conducted and consisted of using a near-infrared 

spectrometer (the same process was used in Kenyan soils data analyzed in Marenya 

and Barrett, 2007). For each sample run through the spectrometer there are thousands 

of data points, each representing a particular wavelength passed through the sample. 

Each sample was scanned by a near-infrared reflectance (NIR) machine
3
 that recorded 

the reflectance at 3,557 different wavelength bands for each of the 518 soil samples, 

totaling 1,397,901 datapoints. The NIR method soil quality analysis then uses partial 

least squares techniques to linearly combine the 3,557 wavelength bands into ten 

principal components (Shepherd and Walsh 2002; Cozzolino and Moron 2003). 

                                                      
3
 The machine model was a Bruker Tensor27 with an HTS_XT (High Throughput Screening Device) 

attachment. 
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) reduces this unwieldy dataset to a more 

manageable size PCA essentially ranks the strength of relationships and similarities of 

the data; the principal component scores (PC1 and PC2) explain 87% of variability 

within the dataset. 

The near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy (NIRS) is preferred over wet 

chemistry for several reasons. First, the cost of and wait time for results from NIRS is 

significantly less than for wet chemistry. Second, wet chemistry analysis essentially 

destroys the sample, thus only allowing a small amount of soil for analysis for each 

soil characteristic, likely losing information as the sample is dissolved, and introduces 

the possibility of contamination by the chemicals (Foley et al, 1998; Gillon et al, 

1999). PCA is a well regarded method to handle the vast amount of data resulting 

from NIRS analysis and ensure that valuable information is not lost (Chang et al, 

2001; Creaser and Davies, 1988b; Naes et al., 1990; Holst, 1992; Vågen et al, 2006).  

Plot-level soil characteristics (i.e., carbon, nitrogen, pH, potassium, and 

clay/sand/silt content) were predicted using regression-based calibrations based on the 

principal component scores. As stated earlier, 234 samples were randomly selected for 

wet chemistry analysis to determine the chemical content; these samples were also 

subjected to the NIRS analysis. The soil content from the wet chemistry analysis was 

regressed on the two principal component scores for those same samples, using 

ordinary least squares, to create a mapping from the NIRS measures to soil content 

(see Appendix A for the full STATA results of these regressions). Then, similar to 

small area estimation (Elbers et al., 2003), the resulting parameter estimates were used 

to predict the soil content of the samples for which there were only the two NIRS 

principal component measures and no wet chemistry analysis. This translation results 

in 313 plot-specific, unbiased and consistent estimates of soil carbon, nitrogen, and 
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potassium content, along with sand, silt and clay content. The predicted values for the 

calibrating eighty samples replaced the original values.  

In addition to plot level data, the data were also aggregated to the household 

level. Labor hours and plot size were simply summed up, yield was recalculated by 

dividing total output for the household by the total number of hectares farmed by the 

same household. A weighted average of each of the soil characteristics and watering 

techniques was computed, using the size of the plot as the weight. Households that 

cultivated only one plot were dropped from the plot level household fixed effects 

specification, leaving 357 observations out of the original 526. 

The end result of all these ancillary analyses is a full sample of detailed soil 

fertility measures for all the rice plots and households. Table 1 presents descriptive 

statistics for the variables used in the analysis, reported at the plot and household 

levels. Dummy variables for the use of irrigation and for each village have been 

included.  
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics at the Plot and Household Level 

 Plot Level Household Level 

Variable Mean 

Standard 

Deviation Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

Yield (kilos/hectare) 3832.297 2811.619 6586.499 6655.625 

Female household head dummy 0.064 0.244 0.036 0.187 

Members <15 years old 3.388 2.167 3.47 2.19 

Members 15-64 years old 3.390 1.90 3.60 1.99 

Members >64 years old 0.210 0.528 0.216 0.535 

Dependency ratio 0.498 0.203 0.496 0.189 

Unmarried/widowed dummy 0.102 0.303 0.072 0.259 

Plot size (hectares) 0.285 0.329 0.383 0.412 

Adult labor (hours) 37.613 57.945 87.05 123.2 

Child labor (hours) 5.680 18.571 13.15 33.58 

Hired labor (hours) 47.493 76.035 132.1 175.0 

Mutual Aid Labor (hours)
4
 26.500 60.981 47.92 95.99 

Animal Traction (hours) 6.934 11.427 17.26 25.45 

Carbon (percent) 2.426 1.068 2.378 1.028 

Nitrogen (percent) 0.216 0.089 0.212 0.087 

Potassium (percent) 0.207 0.068 0.210 0.067 

pH 5.071 0.303 5.025 0.377 

Clay (percent) 28.272 3.646 27.87 3.67 

Silt (percent) 26.592 6.485 26.36 6.66 

Irrigation
5
 0.975 0.157 0.959 0.156 

Rain-fed
5
 0.152 0.360 0.126 0.277 

Spring-fed
5
 0.382 0.486 0.374 0.407 

Dam 0.440 0.497 0.460 0.423 

Village 1 (Mandriankeniheny) 0.076 0.265 0.065 0.247 

Village 2 (Ambohijfay) 0.061 0.239 0.057 0.234 

Village 3 (Manarintsoa) 0.085 0.280 0.101 0.302 

Village 4 (Iandratsay) 0.051 0.221 0.050 0.219 

Village 5 (Antampondravola) 0.038 0.191 0.029 0.168 

Village 6 (Ambohiambo) 0.066 0.249 0.072 0.259 

Village 7 (Tsaramody) 0.063 0.242 0.065 0.247 

Village 19 (Ambohimaha) 0.070 0.256 0.029 0.168 

Village 20 (Sahavanana) 0.064 0.246 0.072 0.259 

Village 21 (Sangasanga) 0.057 0.232 0.050 0.219 

Village 22 (Miandrifekona) 0.047 0.213 0.050 0.219 

Village 23 (Ampampana) 0.266 0.161 0.014 0.120 

Village 24 (Tsararivotra) 0.030 0.172 0.014 0.120 

Village 41 (Zanakambony) 0.119 0.325 0.144 0.352 

Village 42 (Tsaratanana) 0.057 0.232 0.058 0.234 

Village 43 (Andranokely) 0.042 0.200 0.043 0.204 

Village 44 (Ambatomainty) 0.078 0.268 0.086 0.282 

Sample size 357 357 300 300 

                                                      
4
 One household will provide labor at the request of another household. In return, the second household 

will provide the same amount/type of labor in return when the first household asks for repayment of the 

favor. 
5
  Plots can be watered by irrigation systems (e.g., narrow water canals, level curves, derivation dams), 

from a nearby spring, or simply by rainfall. 
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The average household consists of members ranging from less than 15 years of 

age to 64 years of age, although most households do not have members that are older 

than 64. The dependency ratio (the sum of household members less than 15 years of age 

and greater than 64 years of age divided by the sum of household members between 15 and 64 

years of age) is 0.498. This means that for every two able-bodied worker there is one 

person that is dependent upon them to provide food and shelter. Most households are 

headed by a married male. The average household also cultivates 2.6 plots of rice (not 

shown). The average plot size is 0.28 hectares, yielding an average of 3,800 kilograms 

of rice per season. Surprisingly, hired labor is used most often, averaging 47 hours per 

plot in a season. Adult household labor follows with an average of 37 hours per plot 

per season, 26 hours per plot per season contributed by mutual aid labor, and finally 

child household labor providing 6 hours per plot per season. Animal traction, not 

surprisingly, is used sparingly – only 7 hours on average per plot per season. 

Regarding the soil content there is an average 2.4% carbon and 0.20% nitrogen 

in the soil. To put in perspective, this region is characterized by ferralsols that are 

often strongly weathered, less susceptible to erosion although typically have poor 

fertility, low in nitrogen and potassium, and exhibit low pH (van Wambeke, 1974; 

FAO, 2003, 2006). The majority of carbon and nitrogen reside in the soil organic 

matter and are available to plants only after being converted by microbes within the 

organic matter (Magdoff and van Es, 2000). Thus the carbon and nitrogen 

observations in this dataset provide a very good indication of what is available to 

plants for growth and yield. Moreover, it has been found that nitrogen from fertilizers 

are found zero to five centimeters from the surface (Phongpan and Mosier, 2003) and 

so will not have been collected in the soil samples in this dataset. The soil consists 

primarily of sand: clay makes up 29%, silt 29%, and the remaining consists mostly of 

sand. The pH is slightly acidic (5.2) – while the ideal soil for most crops is between 6 
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and 7 (Magdoff and van Es, 2000), although rice crops have a tendency to withstand 

more acidic soils than other crops (the ideal range is 5.5 to 7.5) (Roy et al., 2006).  
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CHAPTER 4: THEORY 

Intuitively, when estimating the output of a farm without controlling for soil 

quality, the effect of the soil is picked up by the regressors with which it is correlated, 

thus biasing the estimated effect of the included regressor(s). Mathematically, suppose 

we are estimating the following function: 

  XY  

however, the true model is: 

  ZXY  

We assume that  

0)'( XE  
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Thus our estimate of   is biased unless 0' ZX  or 0 , and we cannot tell whether 

the direction of bias is positive or negative. 

 If land quality is omitted, the remaining coefficients may be biased, the 

estimated coefficients do not reflect true values, if soil quality is related to the 

included output (i.e., 0 ) and/or to plot size (i.e., 0' ZX ). To formalize the 

omitted variable bias, the null hypothesis that soil quality variables have no impact on 

the inverse relationship and that omitted variable bias does not occur can easily be 

tested with a Wald test. 

However, the effect of soil quality on the inverse relationship is more 

complicated than just an omitted variable bias. The question of whether soil has an 

impact on the inverse relationship must be asked in the context of imperfect markets, 
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as those market failures have an influence on what and how much of inputs will be 

used on plots. If, after controlling for market failures, the inverse relationship 

disappears with the addition of soil information, then soil characteristics can be 

attributed as having a shared role in the inverse relationship. If, on the other hand, the 

inverse relationship remains after controlling for both soil quality and market failures, 

then, in the simplest case, the explanation lies elsewhere.  

 Imperfect markets can occur at two levels – the village (e.g., tenure regimes, 

presence of public goods) and household (e.g., labor constraints, credit availability). 

Beginning at the highest aggregate level, i.e., the village, one can systematically work 

towards the least aggregated level, i.e., the plot, similar to Bhalla and Roy (1988) and 

evaluate the impact soil characteristics have on the inverse relationship, given market 

imperfections. If the inverse relationship exists with the inclusion of village fixed 

effects and exclusion of soil characteristics, then village-level attributes, including 

localized market imperfections, are not the cause of the inverse relationship. If, when 

soil characteristics are included, the inverse relationship disappears, soil characteristics 

are likely the key driver of the observed inverse relation. If, however, the inverse 

relationship persists, then there are grounds to pursue the household-specific failed 

markets theory. Thus, a household fixed effects model is the next step. 

 When households are faced with multiple market failures (e.g., incomplete 

credit markets, labor restrictions) they develop shadow prices for inputs.
6
 Thus, each 

household allocates their resources differently from the next, which in turn dictates the 

output/area cultivated. Since shadow prices apply identically to all the plots cultivated 

                                                      
6
 Shadow prices reflect more than the farmgate price of a good. For the buyer the shadow price can 

include the transaction and opportunity costs of the individual to buy the good and/or the uncertainty of 

availability of a particular good. This shadow price then determines whether or not the individual (or 

household) will participate in the market, in this case, by purchasing inputs for cultivation. See de 

Janvry et al., 1991 for further discussion of shadow prices and market failures. 
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by a household, they can be fully accounted for via household fixed effects. This time 

the analysis is completed at the plot level.  

The expected result, if the failed markets theory is true and soil characteristics 

are controlled for so omitted variable bias is not a factor, is that the inverse 

relationship disappears. If the inverse relationship remains, then we know that the 

relationship relates the individual plot with its individual output and not with the 

household’s total yield from all of its plots, i.e., the market failure is specific to each 

plot. The explanation may lie then in intra-household plot-specific characteristics, 

those differences between the household members, or between plots that impact the 

decisions concerning cultivation within the household. These differences influence the 

decisions made on cultivation practices and techniques, thus affecting the output of 

each plot. Of course, these decisions are made within the context of imperfect markets. 

If the inverse relationship disappears when household fixed effects are 

included but soil characteristics are not, then I can conclude that failed markets are a 

likely cause. Unemployment, shadow prices, price risk, credit constraints, labor 

supervision intensity, etc. are all unobservable variables that are captured by the 

household fixed effect. If, however, the inverse relationship remains in the presence of 

a household fixed effect, then plainly household-level market failures do not suffice to 

explain the phenomenon. 

The next step is to include soil characteristics. If the relationship then 

disappears it can be said with confidence that soil quality is the main cause of the 

inverse relationship by virtue of omitted variable bias. However, if plot size remains 

negative and statistically significant even with soil characteristics and household fixed 

effects included, then neither household-specific market failures nor land quality 

suffice as explanations. Then we must turn elsewhere – to variations within the 

household (Udry 1996) or to allocative inefficiency due to managerial error – to 
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explain the presence of the inverse relationship. This additional analysis is beyond the 

scope of this paper given the available data. 
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CHAPTER 5: ECONOMETRICS 

 The general model used most often when estimating the inverse relationship is: 

 

  QHY lnlnln      (1) 

where: 

Y= yield (output/hectare) 

H = farm size 

Q = soil quality 

In particular, this is the model that Bhalla and Roy (1988) used for their estimation. 

What this model fails to consider is the interaction among the different nutrients and 

materials of the soil matter in the variable Q, which can impact the productivity of the 

soil (Balasubramanian, 1999). Thus, a translog specification is a better fit to describe 

the real relationship: not only is it more flexible, but it also allows us to capture the 

interaction effects. The analysis is a bit more complicated because of this advantage, 

although not impossible. 

 The translog used in this paper is: 
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where: 

Y = yield (output/acre) 

Xj, Xk = variable (see Table 3.1) 

ε = error term 

i = observation 

 

Because some of the variables presented in Table 3.1 had minimum values of 

zero, a value of 0.01 was added to each value in order to take the logarithm, except for 
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yield. There were eight observations that had zero output and were thus not included 

in the analysis. We can now determine the combined effects of the nutrients with each 

other, with the soil type, and with the labor and inputs being used, on the final output. 

What is important to keep in mind with the translog, however, is that while the 

individual variable may be statistically significant, it is important to also look at the 

total effect of the variable, which means including all of the relevant interaction terms. 

The interaction terms, which provide more insight into the various 

relationships among and between the variables, also complicate the interpretation of 

the significance (or lack thereof) of variables. The presence of the interaction terms 

show that when one variable is changed (for example, percent carbon), there are 

multiple simultaneous terms that change (for example, carbon squared and all terms 

that interact carbon with other variables). 

Additionally, while variable X1 may be statistically significant, the interaction 

of X1 with variable X2 is statistically insignificant. Joint significance tests and 

estimating the output elasticities of each variable resolve this complication. Joint 

significance tests determine whether or not a variable, plot size for example, is 

significant over all the terms in which it is present (i.e., its linear and squared terms 

and its interaction terms). In this case, each variable is jointly tested with each relevant 

interaction term, the null hypothesis being that the cumulative effect of the variables is 

zero, and the alternative hypothesis stating that the cumulative effect is not equal to 

zero. A Wald test statistic (with a χ
2
 (dof) distribution) is used to determine 

significance. Calculating and testing the significance of each variable’s output 

elasticity, however, indicates how much of an influence the input has on the output 

and provides a quantifiable measure of the net impact of the one variable on output. 

To calculate the output elasticity of each variable, one takes a linear 

combination of the derivative of each interaction term with respect to the variable in 
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question, resulting in one output elasticity value for each variable for each 

observation. The mean value of the plot- or household-specific elasticities determines 

the mean effect of a variable. Those same elasticities are tested for significance as 

follows: 

0:

0:

1 
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and 

Xj and Xk = independent variables of regression 

 

In chapter six, I only report elasticities, given that reporting individual coefficients for 

each variable, its square, and its interaction terms would be tedious and uninformative. 

Complete regression results, however, are reported in Appendix B. 

 The specification in equation (3), however, is not yet complete. We have not 

taken into account the effect of the household, or of the village in which that 

household lives. There is some debate whether fixed or random effects should be used. 

Fixed effects seem to be the natural choice, as unobservable village (or household) 

characteristics will be correlated with the inputs a household uses. However, Lamb 

(2003) shows the choice is not so clear cut if measurement error is present – both the 

fixed and random effects estimators may be biased, although the bias is more severe in 

the fixed effects model. However, there is no reason to believe that survey respondents 

would systematically over- or under-report their plot size. Therefore, I assume 

measurement error is pure noise and use a fixed effects specification. 
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where: 

γ = household fixed effect or village fixed effect 
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Equation (5) is the final specification for analysis. All data have been 

demeaned for normalization
7
, simply making the interpretation of the results 

straightforward since the data are now centered around zero (i.e., 
x

x
ln =0).      

                                                      
7
 The mean of the log of the continuous variable was subtracted from each of that variable’s logged 

observations. 
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS 

Several models were tested to tease out the cause of the inverse relationship as 

discussed in Chapter 4, using the specification presented in Chapter 5. Regressions 

were either run at the household or plot levels, included household or village fixed 

effects, and either included or excluded soil characteristics. Table 2 provides a key to 

the models used and as presented in results tables. 

 

Table 2. Definitions of Model Identifiers 

Model Identifier Model Description 

Model a Household level regression, no soil characteristics, village fixed effects 

Model b Household level regression, soil characteristics included, village fixed effects 

Model c Plot level regression, no soil characteristics, household fixed effects 

Model d Plot  level regression, soil characteristics included, household fixed effects 

 

A simple nonparametric regression of the logarithm of rice yield regressed on the 

logarithm of plot size
8
 shows that there is a clear inverse relationship.  

 

Figure 1. Nonparametric regression of plot size (hectares) on yield (kilograms/hectare) 

                                                      
8
 A kernel regression was run with the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, using the Epanechnikov kernel 

function and 500 grid points and a bandwidth of 40. 
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The overall fit of the household models are good – adjusted R
2
 values for the 

household models range from 0.42 to 0.47. The Wald χ
2
 statistics for overall 

significance of the household models are all significant, indicating that the 

independent variables reliably predict the dependent variable. The plot level 

regressions are something of a different matter due to the way the regressions were 

run. At the household level, village dummy variables were included as a community 

fixed effect, At the plot level household fixed effects were used, resulting in R
2
-within 

values instead of adjusted R
2
 values. The R

2
-within values for the plot level are 0.43 

and 0.72 for models c and d, respectively. The full results of the regressions can be 

found in Appendix B.. 

Wald tests are performed to reveal whether or not plots exhibit constant returns 

to scale (CRS) (see table 4). If plots exhibited decreasing returns to scale, then the 

inverse relationship would be explained – smaller plots are simply more efficient than 

larger plots due to the underlying production technology. At the household level the 

null hypothesis of constant returns to scale (i.e., the coefficients on the squared 

variables sum to zero and the interaction terms sum to one) cannot be rejected. At the 

plot level the null hypothesis is rejected only in model c.  

The results of the household level regressions with village fixed effects are 

presented in the first two columns of Table 3. Table 5 presents the joint significance 

tests of each variable in each model (see Appendix C for full STATA results).  

The results for the dummy variables (i.e., dam, drought, and flood) are point 

estimates, whereas for the continuous variables (i.e., area, labor variables, and animal 

traction) results are reported as mean elasticities. Z-statistics are reported in 

parentheses to reflect significance (or lack thereof). A nested Wald test is performed 

for each pair of models, comparing the F statistics and R
2
 values of the models without 

and with soil characteristics. Essentially, there are two blocks of variables and the test 
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determines whether the second block of variables is significant. The null hypothesis 

states that the soil characteristics jointly have no effect on yields. The alternate 

hypothesis states that the soil characteristics variables are jointly significant in 

determining yield. The results are presented in Table 6 (the STATA output is 

presented in Appendix D) and indicate that only at the plot level do soil characteristics 

have a significant impact on the dependent variable. 

 

Table 3. Elasticity and Coefficient Estimates (t-statistics in parenthesis) 

Variable Model a
9
 Model b

8
 Model c

8
 Model d

8
 

Elasticity Estimates 

Plot size -0.541* 

(-3.97) 

-0.702 

(-0.02) 

-0.520* 

(-4.79) 

-0.560* 

(-4.43) 

Adult labor 0.183* 

(3.14) 

0.239 

(0.03) 

0.039 

(0.57) 

0.068 

(1.05) 

Child labor 0.079 

(0.686) 

-0.123 

(0.04) 

-0.008 

(-0.04) 

0.141* 

(2.22) 

Hired labor 0.115* 

(2.78) 

0.227 

(0.04) 

0.116* 

 (2.82) 

0.280 

(1.58) 

Mutual aid 

labor 

-0.002 

(-0.04) 

-0.222 

(-0.03) 

-0.039 

(-0.72) 

-0.037 

(-1.13) 

Animal 

traction 

0.123 

(1.43) 

-0.207 

(-0.05) 

.082* 

(2.13) 

0.074* 

(2.93) 

Carbon - -38.388 

(-0.36) 

- -0.417 

(-0.17) 

Nitrogen - 57.898 

(0.42) 

- 0.552 

(0.20) 

pH - -49.983 

(-0.11) 

- 1.627 

(0.37) 

Potassium - -10.033 

(-0.12) 

- 1.026 

(1.12) 

Clay - 30.107 

(0.23) 

- -0.680 

(-0.52) 

Silt - -8.891 

(-0.02) 

- -0.882 

(-0.98) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
9
 Models a and b are household level regressions with village fixed effects, without and with, 

respectively, soil characteristics. Models c and d are plot level regressions with household fixed effects, 

without and with, respectively, soil characteristics. 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
Coefficient estimates 

Dam -0.497 

(-0.47) 

-0.079 

(-0.00) 

0.235  

(0.47) 

0.807 

(0.49) 

Rain-fed -0.732 

(-0.69) 

-0.285 

(-0.00) 

-0.076 

(-0.15) 

0.406 

(0.25) 

Spring-fed -0.513 

(-0.48) 

-0.081 

(-0.00) 

0.236 

(0.47) 

0.744 

(0.46) 

Gender -0.641* 

(-2.11) 

-0.695 

(-1.37) 

- 

 

- 

 

< 15 years 

old 

0.057 

(0.60) 

0.058 

(0.39) 

- 

 

- 

 

15-64 years 

old 

0.091 

(0.73) 

0.056 

(0.26) 

- 

 

- 

 

Single 0.362 

(1.32) 

0.476 

(1.04) 

- 

 

- 

 

Dependency 

Ratio 

0.687 

(1.31) 

0.589 

(0.57) 

- 

 

- 

 

Sample size 300 300 357 357 

* statistically significant at the 5% level 

 

Table 4. Results of Wald Test for Constant Returns to Scale (degrees of freedom in 

parenthesis) 
Model a Model b Model c Model d 

1.77 (2) 0.81 (2) 48.72* (2) 0.68 (2) 

* statistically significant at the 5% level 

 

 

Table 5. Results of Joint Significance Wald Tests (degrees of freedom in parenthesis) 

Variable Model a (df) Model b (df) Model c (df) Model d (df) 

Plot size 73.39* (10) 20.95 (16) 45.21* (10) 20.80 (16) 

Adult labor 42.00* (10) 14.72 (16) 3.60 (9) 4.16 (15) 

Child labor 15.77 (10) 4.44 (16) 2.76 (9) 1.03 (15) 

Hired labor 30.38 (10) 11.12 (16) 12.00 (8)  4.16 (14) 

Mutual aid labor 7.37 (10) 3.03 (16) 5.97 (7) 1.68 (13) 

Animal traction 27.41* (10) 9.63 (16) 9.95 (8) 8.21 (15) 

Carbon - 4.17 (16) - 3.24 (13) 

Nitrogen - 22.09 (16) - 3.46 (13) 

pH - 2.15 (14) - 3.47 (13) 

Potassium - 2.21 (14) - 6.56 (13) 

Clay - 1.93 (13) - 3.83 (12) 

Silt - 1.14 (13) - 1.39 (12) 

Sample size     

* statistically significant at the 5% level 
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Table 6. Results from Nested Wald Tests for Specification (degrees of freedom in 

parenthesis) 

H0: Inclusion of soil characteristics = 0 

H1: Inclusion of soil characteristics ≠ 0 

Comparison of Model a to Model b Comparison of Model c to Model d 

F test  Change in R
2
 F test Change in R

2
 

0.850 (69) 0.302 1.61 (64)* 0.148 

*statistically significant at the 5% level 

 

At the household level (models a and b) the inverse relationship is present in when 

soil is not included. When soil characteristics are included, the inverse relationship 

remains but is no longer statistically significant. None of the soil characteristics are 

statistically significant, and only adult and hired labor are significant when soil 

characteristics are not included. None of the variables are significant when soil 

characteristics are included. Gender is negative and statistically significant in model 

(a). All other household characteristics are insignificant, regardless of the inclusion or 

exclusion of soil characteristics. 

A different story presents itself at the plot level. The inverse relationship is 

persistent, regardless of the inclusion of soil characteristics. The only difference 

between models c and d is the significance of hired and child labor – only hired labor 

is significant when soil characteristics are omitted and when soil characteristics are 

included hired labor loses its significance and child labor gains significance. 

Moreover, the sign of the elasticity for child labor changes (becomes positive) when 

soil characteristics are included. At both the household and plot levels, the type of 

irrigation used does not make an impact on output. At the household level only the 

gender of the household members make a difference in output - having a female head 

of the household has a negative impact on output. 

The joint significance results indicate which variables are statistically 

significant in the regression. The most obvious pattern is that in the models that 

contain soil characteristics (b and d), none of the variables (other than fixed effects) 
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play a statistically significant role in the regression. In model a only plot size, adult 

labor and animal traction contribute significantly to the yield. While the results do not 

appear to be biased since the point estimates do not change a great deal, the precision 

of those estimates differs between the models. 

Though the inverse relationship is persistent, there is apparent correlation 

between the soil characteristics and plot size that decreases the precision of the inverse 

relationship estimate. Thus it is important that soil characteristics be controlled in 

analyses even though they do not seem to be a sufficient explanation of the inverse 

relationship. 

The results of the nested Wald tests indicate similar findings (see table 6). 

These specification tests compare the R
2
 value of the model without and with soil 

characteristics. Additionally, an F test statistic of joint significance of the variables is 

computed for the model without soil characteristics, and is computed again for the 

model with soil characteristics. Appendix C presents the full STATA output. The R
2
 

values increase when soil characteristics are included (to be expected); however, 

model a is not significantly enhanced when soil characteristics are included (i.e., an 

insignificant F statistic) while model c is.  
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION 

We are interested in evaluating the impact of soil characteristics on the inverse 

relationship through the lens of imperfect markets, beginning at the highest aggregate 

level, the household. If the inverse relationship is present with the inclusion of village 

fixed effects but without the inclusion of soil characteristics, this suggests that market 

failures are not the cause, at least not those associated at the village level. If, when the 

inverse relationship is still present and soil characteristics are included, then the 

market failure hypothesis is still a possibility at the household level, and there is 

evidence that soil characteristics are not the reason for the inverse relationship, though 

it cannot be completely ruled out. Moving to the plot level, if the inverse relationship 

is persistent, even with the inclusion of soil characteristics and household fixed 

effects, than soil characteristics are not the cause of the inverse relationship and we 

look to market failures to be the driving force. 

At the household level the inverse relationship appears tied to the soil 

characteristics since the inverse relationship loses its significance when soil variables 

are included (model b), although the effect is still rather large. The specification test 

results and joint significance test results indicate that the inclusion of soil 

characteristics has no impact on the dependent variable. Continuing to the plot level, 

the inverse relationship persists, regardless of the presence of soil characteristics; 

those soil characteristics, in fact, are not statistically significant and do not contribute 

to the output, although the point estimates. Taken alone, these plot-level results 

indicate that perhaps there are intra-household issues at hand that are not being 

controlled for and are the cause of the inverse relationship. However, in combination 

with the household level results, we are at a quandary – at the plot level the inverse 

relationship persists through the inclusion of soil characteristics and at the household 

level the inverse relationship disappears when soil traits are included. 
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Part of the answer to this puzzle is the data itself. There is not much variation 

within the soil variables, as can be seen in Table 1. This lack of heterogeneity can lead 

to imprecise estimations, explaining why signs and significance change. However, 

imprecision cannot entirely explain why the inverse relationship persists at the plot 

level. The only explanation left is allocative inefficiency – the household’s resources 

are not being optimally apportioned among the plots to achieve maximum yield. The 

causes of this allocative inefficiency lie in market failures – the results show that those 

failures are likely not at the village level, but rather household level failures that are 

plot specific. Examples include imperfect knowledge, resource immobility, differences 

in expected and actual prices of goods or output, or supervision or availability of labor 

(Udry, 1996; Tittonell et al., 2005 a, b). 

While Assunção and Braido (2007) find that the soil hypothesis is the cause of 

the inverse relationship, the results reported in this paper show the exact opposite, and 

that the answer is not so clear. Although not new, a different twist to the market failure 

hypotheses has been added to the list of potential causes of the inverse relationship; 

the next step is to estimate a production frontier to determine the extent of the 

inefficiency. Eventually the necessary data to test all four hypotheses to determine a 

conclusive answer to the inverse relationship puzzle must be collected. 

 

Policy Implications 

Let us review the policy implications of each hypothesis. If measurement error 

were the cause of the inverse relationship, then there is no scope for any type of 

intervention – more careful data collection techniques are required to ensure the 

inverse relationship, a mere statistical anomaly that, if not corrected, can have a 

significant impact on policy, does not occur. If the driver of the inverse relationship is 

the quality and fertility of the soil, then there is justification to invest in extension, soil 
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management training, or soil improvement technology. If market failures are the 

motivation for the inverse relationship, a different set of policies are required to 

correct the relationship. Depending on which market(s) is (are) the cause, there are a 

myriad number of paths to correct, or at least mitigate, the failure(s). The inverse 

relationship is simply a symptom that something is amiss, resulting in what appears to 

be anomalies in economic theory. 

Since it appears that the inverse relationship, in Madagascar at least, is caused 

by allocative ineffiency, the logical step is to pinpoint the source(s) of that 

inefficiency. The discovery of the perverse incentives that cause households to 

misallocate their resources will likely lead to yield improvement, no matter the size of 

the plots the households cultivate.  
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APPENDIX A 

SOIL CHARACTERISTIC REGRESSIONS
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As discussed in chapter 3, the dataset did not come with full wet chemistry data for all 

plots of land. Eighty samples were analyzed using wet chemistry, and all core soil samples 

were subjected to MIR analysis, resulting in thousands of data points that were reduced into 

several principle components (or PC scores) using Principle Component Analysis (PCA). PCA 

uses the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the dataset to highlight the 

similarities in the data. The eigenvectors are the various components of the data – the one with 

the highest eigenvalue is the principle component, the one with the second highest eigenvalue 

is the secondary component, and so forth. Since there are multiple dimensions to the raw MIR 

analysis data, PCA essentially highlights the similarities in the data in each of these 

dimensions and compresses the data into fewer dimensions, and thus into a more manageable 

dataset, while minimizing information loss. 

The original dataset began with multiple dimensions, and thus there will be multiple 

components that describe the data. However, PCA ranks the strength of the similarities and 

relationships of the data by the eigenvalues of the eigenvectors. Thus, eigenvectors with very 

low eigenvalues do not describe the data very well and can be left out with minimal loss of 

information, since the most significant relationships are contained in the first few principle 

components (Smith, 2002). 

These samples were also subjected to the MIR analysis. The soil characteristics 

established by the wet chemistry analysis were regressed on the two principle component 

scores for those same samples, using ordinary least squares, to create a mapping from the MIR 

measures to soil content. Then, similar to small area estimation (Elbers et al., 2003), the 

resulting parameter estimates were used to predict the soil content of the samples for which 

there were only the two MIR principle component measures. Thus, 335 plot-specific estimates 

of soil carbon, nitrogen, and potassium content are generated. The results from these 

regressions are presented in Table A.1.
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APPENDIX B 

STATA REGRESSION RESULTS 
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This appendix provides the full regression results from STATA for all regressions discussed in 

the thesis. For each set of results the following information is presented: the regression that 

was run, the results, testing for significance of the elasticities for continuous variables. 

Elasticities are computed by taking a linear combination of the coefficient of the variable of 

interest (“a”) and the mean value of each of the variables “a” is interacted with multiplied by 

the coefficient of the interaction variable itself. 

 

B.1. Household level regression, no soil characteristics, village fixed effects (model a) 
 

note:  v44 dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  hover64 dropped because of collinearity 

 

Linear regression                               Number of obs      =       300 

                                                Replications       =       500 

                                                Wald chi2(78)      =    393.98 

                                                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 

                                                R-squared          =    0.6143 

                                                Adj R-squared      =    0.4782 

                                                Root MSE           =    0.6496 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

             |   Observed   Bootstrap                         Normal-based 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

      hhsize |  -.0958796   .1094674    -0.88   0.381    -.3104317    .1186726 

    hunder15 |   .0572627   .0951516     0.60   0.547    -.1292309    .2437564 

       h1564 |   .0913707   .1256847     0.73   0.467    -.1549668    .3377083 

        depr |   .6867718   .5223213     1.31   0.189    -.3369592    1.710503 

      female |   -.640673   .3040379    -2.11   0.035    -1.236576   -.0447697 

      single |   .3616728   .2736495     1.32   0.186    -.1746704    .8980161 

         dam |  -.4974944   1.058561    -0.47   0.638    -2.572236    1.577247 

      spring |  -.5129073   1.060245    -0.48   0.629    -2.590949    1.565135 

        rain |   -.732422   1.068969    -0.69   0.493    -2.827562    1.362718 

     ln_area |  -.5409346   .1363489    -3.97   0.000    -.8081735   -.2736956 

    ln_seeds |   .1304716   .2355542     0.55   0.580     -.331206    .5921493 

      ln_npk |  -1.181754   4.805337    -0.25   0.806    -10.60004    8.236533 

     ln_pest |   1.040187   1.253379     0.83   0.407     -1.41639    3.496764 

    ln_adult |   .1825258     .05812     3.14   0.002     .0686128    .2964388 

    ln_child |   .0792483   .1960808     0.40   0.686     -.305063    .4635595 

     ln_help |  -.0018993   .0461966    -0.04   0.967    -.0924429    .0886443 

    ln_hired |   .1152385   .0414251     2.78   0.005     .0340469    .1964302 

 ln_traction |   .1230761    .085823     1.43   0.152    -.0451339    .2912861 

   ln_seeds2 |  -.0117528   .0274755    -0.43   0.669    -.0656037    .0420981 

    ln_area2 |   .0214214   .0357318     0.60   0.549    -.0486116    .0914544 

     ln_npk2 |   .1467856   .6154187     0.24   0.811    -1.059413    1.352984 

    ln_pest2 |  -.0786334   .1027789    -0.77   0.444    -.2800763    .1228096 

   ln_adult2 |   .0283826   .0051113     5.55   0.000     .0183646    .0384006 

   ln_child2 |  -.0056942   .0076349    -0.75   0.456    -.0206582    .0092699 

    ln_help2 |   .0131037   .0077312     1.69   0.090    -.0020492    .0282566 

   ln_hired2 |   .0302589   .0078879     3.84   0.000     .0147989    .0457189 

ln_traction2 |   .0234814   .0082435     2.85   0.004     .0073245    .0396384 

 ln_area_npk |  -.1011356   .2506855    -0.40   0.687    -.5924701    .3901989 

ln_area_pest |  -.0269596   .1492231    -0.18   0.857    -.3194315    .2655124 

ln_area_se~s |   .0234776   .0451912     0.52   0.603    -.0650955    .1120508 

ln_area_ad~t |   -.015643   .0126743    -1.23   0.217    -.0404841    .0091981 

ln_area_ch~d |  -.0102667   .0122628    -0.84   0.402    -.0343014     .013768 

ln_area_help |  -.0075642   .0125726    -0.60   0.547    -.0322059    .0170776 

ln_area_hi~d |  -.0044489    .013037    -0.34   0.733    -.0300009    .0211032 
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ln_area_tr~n |  -.0054489   .0126433    -0.43   0.666    -.0302293    .0193314 

ln_seeds_npk |   .0148371    .073064     0.20   0.839    -.1283658    .1580399 

ln_seeds_~st |  -.0056197   .0299256    -0.19   0.851    -.0642728    .0530334 

ln_seeds_a~t |  -.0090056   .0251361    -0.36   0.720    -.0582714    .0402603 

ln_seeds_c~d |  -.0042455   .0302773    -0.14   0.888     -.063588     .055097 

ln_seeds_h~p |   .0046487   .0217064     0.21   0.830    -.0378952    .0471926 

ln_seeds_h~d |   .0003447   .0229911     0.01   0.988    -.0447172    .0454065 

ln_seeds_t~n |    -.00255   .0152231    -0.17   0.867    -.0323866    .0272867 

ln_npk_adult |  -.0045952   .0430802    -0.11   0.915    -.0890308    .0798404 

ln_npk_child |     .04335   .5676318     0.08   0.939    -1.069188    1.155888 

ln_npk_hired |  -.0004084   .0630559    -0.01   0.995    -.1239957    .1231788 

 ln_npk_help |   .0176237   .0938784     0.19   0.851    -.1663746     .201622 

ln_npk_tra~n |   .0281462   .1560315     0.18   0.857      -.27767    .3339624 

ln_pest_ad~t |  -.0149938    .081083    -0.18   0.853    -.1739135     .143926 

ln_pest_ch~d |  -.0131939   .0313215    -0.42   0.674     -.074583    .0481952 

ln_pest_hi~d |   .0007698   .0343821     0.02   0.982    -.0666178    .0681574 

ln_pest_help |  -.0149744   .0495292    -0.30   0.762    -.1120499     .082101 

ln_pest_tr~n |  -.0005805   .1274028    -0.00   0.996    -.2502854    .2491244 

ln_adult_c~d |  -.0039242   .0044192    -0.89   0.375    -.0125858    .0047373 

ln_adult_h~d |  -.0009459   .0041358    -0.23   0.819    -.0090519    .0071601 

ln_adult_h~p |     .00327   .0032996     0.99   0.322    -.0031971     .009737 

ln_adult_t~n |  -.0012483   .0031174    -0.40   0.689    -.0073583    .0048618 

ln_child_h~d |   .0055833   .0027477     2.03   0.042     .0001979    .0109687 

ln_child_h~p |   .0039719   .0030126     1.32   0.187    -.0019327    .0098765 

ln_child_t~n |  -.0042105   .0025222    -1.67   0.095    -.0091539    .0007329 

ln_hired_h~p |    -.00022   .0026879    -0.08   0.935    -.0054882    .0050482 

ln_help_tr~n |  -.0015976   .0026049    -0.61   0.540    -.0067032     .003508 

ln_hired_t~n |   .0001333   .0027754     0.05   0.962    -.0053064     .005573 

          v1 |   .0768193   .2181838     0.35   0.725     -.350813    .5044516 

          v2 |  -.4419023   .2569095    -1.72   0.085    -.9454357    .0616311 

          v3 |   -.397148   .2141009    -1.85   0.064    -.8167781    .0224821 

          v4 |  -.3117955   .3272022    -0.95   0.341       -.9531    .3295091 

          v5 |  -.4395919   .2917659    -1.51   0.132    -1.011443    .1322588 

          v6 |   .4503572   .2423415     1.86   0.063    -.0246235    .9253378 

          v7 |  -.0876888   .2879151    -0.30   0.761     -.651992    .4766144 

         v19 |  -.3968687   .2955523    -1.34   0.179    -.9761405     .182403 

         v20 |  -.3117201   .2703816    -1.15   0.249    -.8416584    .2182181 

         v21 |  -.5187212   .2348408    -2.21   0.027    -.9790006   -.0584417 

         v22 |  -.2412297   .2579421    -0.94   0.350    -.7467869    .2643276 

         v23 |  -.2990709   .3068608    -0.97   0.330     -.900507    .3023653 

         v24 |  -.3820759   .4178516    -0.91   0.361     -1.20105    .4368982 

         v41 |   .1633626   .2375135     0.69   0.492    -.3021553    .6288805 

         v42 |  -.5884131   .2841062    -2.07   0.038    -1.145251   -.0315752 

         v43 |   -.421798   .3238945    -1.30   0.193     -1.05662    .2130235 

       _cons |   7.090687   2.183524     3.25   0.001      2.81106    11.37031 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Area 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.5409345   .1363488    -3.97   0.000    -.8081733   -.2736957 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Adult labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .1825258   .0581199     3.14   0.002     .0686128    .2964388 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Child labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .0792483   .1960805     0.40   0.686    -.3050625     .463559 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Hired labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .1152385   .0414251     2.78   0.005     .0340469    .1964302 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Mutual aid labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.0018993   .0461965    -0.04   0.967    -.0924428    .0886442 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Animal traction 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .1230761   .0858229     1.43   0.152    -.0451337    .2912859 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

B.2. Household level regression, soil characteristics included, village fixed effects (model b) 
note:  v44 dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_pot dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_ph dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_pot dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_ph dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  hover64 dropped because of collinearity 

 

Linear regression                               Number of obs      =       300 

                                                Replications       =       500 

                                                Wald chi2(151)     =    207.59 

                                                Prob > chi2        =    0.0016 

                                                R-squared          =    0.7109 

                                                Adj R-squared      =    0.4159 

                                                Root MSE           =    0.6873 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

             |   Observed   Bootstrap                         Normal-based 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

      hhsize |  -.0768775   .1742159    -0.44   0.659    -.4183344    .2645793 

    hunder15 |   .0576672   .1490569     0.39   0.699     -.234479    .3498134 

       h1564 |   .0564338   .2170311     0.26   0.795    -.3689394    .4818069 

        depr |   .5892975   1.026774     0.57   0.566    -1.423143    2.601738 

      female |  -.6947732   .5081035    -1.37   0.172    -1.690638    .3010913 

      single |   .4764713   .4563785     1.04   0.296    -.4180141    1.370957 

         dam |  -.0794797   135.2958    -0.00   1.000    -265.2543    265.0954 

      spring |   -.080617   135.2905    -0.00   1.000     -265.245    265.0838 

        rain |  -.2849767   135.2864    -0.00   0.998    -265.4415    264.8715 

     ln_area |  -.7023657   28.63006    -0.02   0.980    -56.81625    55.41152 

    ln_seeds |   .3871544   55.65581     0.01   0.994    -108.6962    109.4705 

      ln_npk |    .103925    13.1746     0.01   0.994    -25.71783    25.92568 

     ln_pest |    11.0143   34.76965     0.32   0.751    -57.13295    79.16156 

    ln_adult |   .2386946   7.736985     0.03   0.975    -14.92552    15.40291 

    ln_child |  -.1229535   3.729689    -0.03   0.974    -7.433011    7.187103 

     ln_help |  -.2221011   7.830614    -0.03   0.977    -15.56982    15.12562 

    ln_hired |   .2273437   5.598293     0.04   0.968    -10.74511     11.1998 

 ln_traction |  -.2074385   4.579842    -0.05   0.964    -9.183764    8.768887 

   ln_seeds2 |  -.0399969   5.925851    -0.01   0.995    -11.65445    11.57446 

    ln_area2 |   .0408808   .0802158     0.51   0.610    -.1163393    .1981009 

     ln_npk2 |  -.0130762   4.329724    -0.00   0.998    -8.499179    8.473027 

    ln_pest2 |  -.8723644   3.406613    -0.26   0.798    -7.549204    5.804475 

   ln_adult2 |   .0332985   .0102955     3.23   0.001     .0131198    .0534773 
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   ln_child2 |   -.002085   .0176574    -0.12   0.906    -.0366928    .0325229 

    ln_help2 |   .0091733   .0155048     0.59   0.554    -.0212156    .0395622 

   ln_hired2 |   .0307928   .0130971     2.35   0.019      .005123    .0564626 

ln_traction2 |   .0234043   .0158593     1.48   0.140    -.0076793    .0544879 

 ln_area_npk |   .0692845   59.48861     0.00   0.999    -116.5263    116.6648 

ln_area_pest |  -.5132759   1.267267    -0.41   0.685    -2.997074    1.970522 

ln_area_se~s |   .0758653   16.34459     0.00   0.996    -31.95893    32.11067 

ln_area_ad~t |  -.0198258   .0325985    -0.61   0.543    -.0837176     .044066 

ln_area_ch~d |  -.0037331   .0343786    -0.11   0.914     -.071114    .0636478 

ln_area_help |    .008352   .0318743     0.26   0.793    -.0541206    .0708245 

ln_area_hi~d |   .0034585   .0340352     0.10   0.919    -.0632493    .0701663 

ln_area_tr~n |  -.0088971   .0267122    -0.33   0.739    -.0612521    .0434579 

ln_seeds_npk |  -.0029116   5.458804    -0.00   1.000    -10.70197    10.69615 

ln_seeds_~st |  -.0071818   1.478426    -0.00   0.996    -2.904844     2.89048 

ln_seeds_a~t |  -.0164032   8.786151    -0.00   0.999    -17.23694    17.20414 

ln_seeds_c~d |   .0001351   5.047663     0.00   1.000    -9.893103    9.893373 

ln_seeds_h~p |   -.009049   9.186275    -0.00   0.999    -18.01382    17.99572 

ln_seeds_h~d |  -.0147768   6.053082    -0.00   0.998     -11.8786    11.84904 

ln_seeds_t~n |  -.0060432   3.533481    -0.00   0.999    -6.931538    6.919452 

ln_npk_adult |  -.0360095   1.993559    -0.02   0.986    -3.943313    3.871294 

ln_npk_child |    .058121   4.215011     0.01   0.989    -8.203149    8.319391 

ln_npk_hired |  -.0117761   2.114536    -0.01   0.996    -4.156191    4.132638 

 ln_npk_help |   .0326447   1.951102     0.02   0.987    -3.791445    3.856735 

ln_npk_tra~n |   .0457734   3.365406     0.01   0.989    -6.550302    6.641849 

ln_pest_ad~t |   .0950623   2.078104     0.05   0.964    -3.977947    4.168072 

ln_pest_ch~d |  -.3840413   2.186437    -0.18   0.861     -4.66938    3.901297 

ln_pest_hi~d |   .2449825   2.451208     0.10   0.920    -4.559297    5.049262 

ln_pest_help |   -.437353   1.868672    -0.23   0.815    -4.099882    3.225176 

ln_pest_tr~n |   -.679169   9.134759    -0.07   0.941    -18.58297    17.22463 

ln_adult_c~d |  -.0044853   .0092175    -0.49   0.627    -.0225512    .0135807 

ln_adult_h~d |   .0009249   .0113066     0.08   0.935    -.0212357    .0230854 

ln_adult_h~p |   .0006564   .0101754     0.06   0.949     -.019287    .0205999 

ln_adult_t~n |  -.0038944   .0071961    -0.54   0.588    -.0179986    .0102098 

ln_child_h~d |   .0072793   .0064452     1.13   0.259    -.0053531    .0199117 

ln_child_h~p |   .0023398   .0073409     0.32   0.750    -.0120481    .0167277 

ln_child_t~n |  -.0047499   .0058645    -0.81   0.418    -.0162441    .0067443 

ln_hired_h~p |   -.000758   .0061393    -0.12   0.902    -.0127908    .0112749 

ln_help_tr~n |  -.0032424   .0064301    -0.50   0.614    -.0158452    .0093605 

ln_hired_t~n |   .0004006   .0073277     0.05   0.956    -.0139614    .0147627 

        ln_c |   -38.3879   107.7993    -0.36   0.722    -249.6707    172.8949 

        ln_n |   57.81779   137.1963     0.42   0.673     -211.082    326.7176 

       ln_ph |  -49.98293   473.0314    -0.11   0.916    -977.1073    877.1415 

      ln_pot |  -10.03269   87.09103    -0.12   0.908     -180.728    160.6626 

     ln_clay |   30.10739   133.0495     0.23   0.821    -230.6648    290.8796 

     ln_silt |  -8.890798   475.2975    -0.02   0.985    -940.4568    922.6752 

      ln_c_n |  -7.015545   184.2338    -0.04   0.970    -368.1072    354.0761 

     ln_c_ph |   95.02506    248.337     0.38   0.702    -391.7065    581.7567 

    ln_c_pot |   18.47084   70.70124     0.26   0.794     -120.101    157.0427 

   ln_c_clay |     10.406    120.692     0.09   0.931     -226.146     246.958 

   ln_c_silt |  -11.50156   82.92325    -0.14   0.890    -174.0281     151.025 

     ln_n_ph |  -133.7641   263.0636    -0.51   0.611    -649.3593     381.831 

    ln_n_pot |  -28.72313   82.72962    -0.35   0.728    -190.8702    133.4239 

   ln_n_clay |  -43.10369   153.8107    -0.28   0.779    -344.5672    258.3598 

   ln_n_silt |   13.89007   96.00834     0.14   0.885    -174.2828     202.063 

   ln_ph_pot |   69.61966   175.6085     0.40   0.692    -274.5668    413.8061 

  ln_ph_clay |  -19.41739    260.481    -0.07   0.941    -529.9509    491.1161 

  ln_ph_silt |   76.20581   368.0913     0.21   0.836      -645.24    797.6516 

 ln_pot_silt |   5.294291   61.16928     0.09   0.931    -114.5953    125.1839 

 ln_pot_clay |    .438634   57.75813     0.01   0.994    -112.7652    113.6425 

ln_clay_silt |  -10.34225   94.97701    -0.11   0.913    -196.4938    175.8093 

       ln_c2 |  -8.394632   79.27376    -0.11   0.916    -163.7683    146.9791 

       ln_n2 |   19.90531   114.1596     0.17   0.862    -203.8434     243.654 

      ln_ph2 |   37.20662   458.3421     0.08   0.935    -861.1275    935.5407 

     ln_pot2 |   1.111615   18.83657     0.06   0.953    -35.80739    38.03062 

    ln_clay2 |  -61.74541    96.6551    -0.64   0.523    -251.1859    127.6951 

    ln_silt2 |  -50.57487   138.7985    -0.36   0.716     -322.615    221.4653 

   ln_area_c |   .1575839   2.187445     0.07   0.943    -4.129729    4.444897 

   ln_area_n |  -.2009722   2.303154    -0.09   0.930    -4.715071    4.313126 

  ln_area_ph |  -.1796742   3.280141    -0.05   0.956    -6.608632    6.249283 
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 ln_area_pot |   .2408175   .6210037     0.39   0.698    -.9763273    1.457962 

ln_area_clay |   .4983792   1.448811     0.34   0.731    -2.341239    3.337997 

ln_area_silt |  -.1030696   .7050448    -0.15   0.884    -1.484932    1.278793 

    ln_npk_c |  -.2572546   15.50558    -0.02   0.987    -30.64764    30.13313 

    ln_npk_n |   1.147331   5.477854     0.21   0.834    -9.589066    11.88373 

   ln_pest_c |  -17.18646   10.75042    -1.60   0.110    -38.25691    3.883979 

   ln_pest_n |   19.77576   4.371179     4.52   0.000      11.2084    28.34311 

  ln_seeds_c |  -.7185299   103.7855    -0.01   0.994    -204.1343    202.6973 

  ln_seeds_n |   .9040874   119.3072     0.01   0.994    -232.9337    234.7419 

 ln_seeds_ph |   1.225693   202.6099     0.01   0.995    -395.8825    398.3339 

ln_seeds_pot |   .0199431   79.80473     0.00   1.000    -156.3945    156.4343 

ln_seeds_c~y |  -.2190085   110.9431    -0.00   0.998    -217.6635    217.2255 

ln_seeds_s~t |  -.1400328   143.3889    -0.00   0.999    -281.1772    280.8971 

  ln_adult_c |  -.2255575   .5432687    -0.42   0.678    -1.290345    .8392296 

  ln_adult_n |   .2659852   .5184383     0.51   0.608    -.7501352    1.282106 

 ln_adult_ph |   .1088895   .6517488     0.17   0.867    -1.168515    1.386294 

ln_adult_pot |  -.0099887   .1596362    -0.06   0.950      -.32287    .3028925 

ln_adult_c~y |  -.0025706   .4216707    -0.01   0.995      -.82903    .8238889 

ln_adult_s~t |  -.0335178   .1847737    -0.18   0.856    -.3956676     .328632 

  ln_child_c |   .1620307   .6794403     0.24   0.812    -1.169648    1.493709 

  ln_child_n |  -.1835985   .7009082    -0.26   0.793    -1.557353    1.190156 

ln_child_pot |  -.1283771   .1835288    -0.70   0.484    -.4880869    .2313328 

 ln_child_ph |   .1711537   1.027517     0.17   0.868    -1.842743     2.18505 

ln_child_c~y |  -.0277633   .3468903    -0.08   0.936    -.7076559    .6521293 

ln_child_s~t |   .0845342   .1603428     0.53   0.598    -.2297319    .3988004 

   ln_help_c |   .1043721   .5387381     0.19   0.846    -.9515352    1.160279 

   ln_help_n |  -.0367079   .6170731    -0.06   0.953    -1.246149    1.172733 

 ln_help_pot |   .0771361   .1877832     0.41   0.681    -.2909122    .4451844 

  ln_help_ph |  -.6164435   .9172482    -0.67   0.502    -2.414217     1.18133 

ln_help_clay |   .1236355   .4007893     0.31   0.758    -.6618971     .909168 

ln_help_silt |  -.0505081   .1947641    -0.26   0.795    -.4322386    .3312225 

  ln_hired_c |   .2520618   .6227051     0.40   0.686    -.9684177    1.472541 

  ln_hired_n |   -.203381   .6779924    -0.30   0.764    -1.532222     1.12546 

 ln_hired_ph |   .0253036   .9396459     0.03   0.979    -1.816369    1.866976 

ln_hired_pot |   .0626393   .1885226     0.33   0.740    -.3068581    .4321368 

ln_hired_c~y |  -.0413515   .3909081    -0.11   0.916    -.8075172    .7248142 

ln_hired_s~t |   -.042073   .2220868    -0.19   0.850    -.4773551    .3932091 

ln_tractio~c |  -.2719346    .557762    -0.49   0.626    -1.365128    .8212589 

ln_tracti~_n |     .13541   .5735823     0.24   0.813    -.9887906    1.259611 

ln_tractio~h |  -.1902786   .6913622    -0.28   0.783    -1.545324    1.164766 

ln_tracti~ot |  -.1767615    .187395    -0.94   0.346    -.5440489     .190526 

ln_tractio~y |  -.2831274   .4046801    -0.70   0.484    -1.076286    .5100311 

ln_tracti~lt |    .123251   .1921707     0.64   0.521    -.2533966    .4998986 

          v1 |   7.616105   54.22014     0.14   0.888    -98.65342    113.8856 

          v2 |   3.615273   108.1972     0.03   0.973    -208.4474     215.678 

          v3 |   2.902015    229.499     0.01   0.990    -446.9078    452.7118 

          v4 |   .8576228   152.6526     0.01   0.996    -298.3359    300.0512 

          v5 |  -6.523485   80.25083    -0.08   0.935    -163.8122    150.7653 

          v6 |   2.046208   91.83767     0.02   0.982    -177.9523    182.0447 

          v7 |   1.937757   261.5969     0.01   0.994    -510.7827    514.6582 

         v19 |  -2.045737   263.9911    -0.01   0.994    -519.4588    515.3673 

         v20 |  -4.155671   278.4961    -0.01   0.988     -549.998    541.6867 

         v21 |  -17.98319   173.0948    -0.10   0.917    -357.2429    321.2765 

         v22 |   -8.35613   360.4572    -0.02   0.982    -714.8393    698.1271 

         v23 |  -3.796874   231.1447    -0.02   0.987    -456.8321    449.2383 

         v24 |   -28.7041   273.1984    -0.11   0.916    -564.1631    506.7549 

         v41 |   10.14325   279.0189     0.04   0.971    -536.7237    557.0103 

         v42 |   .6172493   54.77564     0.01   0.991     -106.741    107.9755 

         v43 |  -37.63845   90.71929    -0.41   0.678     -215.445    140.1681 

       _cons |   17.40779   249.7167     0.07   0.944    -472.0279    506.8435 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 

 

 

Area 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
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-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.7023657   28.63004    -0.02   0.980    -56.81621    55.41148 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Adult labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .2386944   7.736984     0.03   0.975    -14.92552    15.40291 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Child labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.1229533   3.729689    -0.03   0.974     -7.43301    7.187103 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Hired labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .2273436   5.598292     0.04   0.968    -10.74511     11.1998 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Mutual aid labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.2221008   7.830614    -0.03   0.977    -15.56982    15.12562 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Animal traction 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   -.207438   4.579839    -0.05   0.964    -9.183758    8.768882 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Carbon 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -38.38793   107.7994    -0.36   0.722    -249.6708    172.8949 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Nitrogen 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   57.81784   137.1963     0.42   0.673     -211.082    326.7176 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Potassium 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   -10.0327   87.09102    -0.12   0.908     -180.728    160.6626 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

pH 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   -49.9829    473.031    -0.11   0.916    -977.1067    877.1409 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Clay 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
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-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   30.10744   133.0494     0.23   0.821    -230.6647    290.8796 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Silt 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -8.890869   475.2976    -0.02   0.985     -940.457    922.6752 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

B.3. Plot level regression, soil characteristics not included, household fixed effects (model e) 
note:  ln_npk_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  hover64 dropped because of collinearity 

 

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       357 

Group variable: hhid                            Number of groups   =       139 

 

R-sq:  within  = 0.4326                         Obs per group: min =         1 

       between = 0.1745                                        avg =       2.6 

       overall = 0.2234                                        max =         8 

 

                                                Wald chi2(43)      =         . 

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5211                        Prob > chi2        =         . 

 

                                  (Replications based on 139 clusters in hhid) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

             |   Observed   Bootstrap                         Normal-based 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

      hhsize |  (dropped) 

    hunder15 |  (dropped) 

       h1564 |  (dropped) 

        depr |  (dropped) 

      female |  (dropped) 

      single |  (dropped) 

         dam |   .2351242   .4768694     0.49   0.622    -.6995226    1.169771 

      spring |   .2365321   .4841927     0.49   0.625    -.7124682    1.185532 

        rain |  -.0760705   .4836008    -0.16   0.875    -1.023911    .8717697 

     ln_area |  -.4930938   .1135695    -4.34   0.000    -.7156859   -.2705017 

    ln_seeds |  (dropped) 

      ln_npk |  (dropped) 

     ln_pest |  (dropped) 

    ln_adult |    .048104   .0727574     0.66   0.509    -.0944979    .1907058 

    ln_child |   -.007438   .2058402    -0.04   0.971    -.4108774    .3960014 

     ln_help |  -.0194724   .0408462    -0.48   0.634    -.0995295    .0605846 

    ln_hired |   .0979103   .0350132     2.80   0.005     .0292858    .1665348 

 ln_traction |   .0666407   .0314499     2.12   0.034     .0050001    .1282812 

   ln_seeds2 |   .0023613   .0109081     0.22   0.829    -.0190181    .0237407 

    ln_area2 |  -.0375408   .0479368    -0.78   0.434    -.1314952    .0564136 

     ln_npk2 |   .0045078   .0117877     0.38   0.702    -.0185956    .0276112 

    ln_pest2 |   -.005636   .0032395    -1.74   0.082    -.0119852    .0007133 

   ln_adult2 |   .0132503   .0102334     1.29   0.195    -.0068069    .0333075 

   ln_child2 |   .0020186   .0353667     0.06   0.954    -.0672989    .0713361 

    ln_help2 |   .0152906   .0117167     1.31   0.192    -.0076737    .0382549 

   ln_hired2 |   .0227958   .0100439     2.27   0.023     .0031102    .0424814 

ln_traction2 |   .0235722   .0107922     2.18   0.029     .0024198    .0447246 

 ln_area_npk |   .1795414   .0888998     2.02   0.043      .005301    .3537819 

ln_area_pest |   .0574711   .0283079     2.03   0.042     .0019886    .1129535 

ln_area_se~s |  -.0211996   .0262036    -0.81   0.418    -.0725578    .0301586 

ln_area_ad~t |   .0027973   .0159934     0.17   0.861    -.0285491    .0341437 

ln_area_ch~d |  -.0101765   .0285223    -0.36   0.721    -.0660791    .0457261 

ln_area_help |    -.00118    .015862    -0.07   0.941    -.0322689     .029909 

ln_area_hi~d |  -.0109383   .0189349    -0.58   0.563    -.0480501    .0261734 

ln_area_tr~n |  -.0175536   .0155725    -1.13   0.260    -.0480752    .0129679 

ln_seeds_npk |  -.0147734   .0152039    -0.97   0.331    -.0445725    .0150256 

ln_seeds_a~t |   .0057359   .0471742     0.12   0.903    -.0867238    .0981956 

ln_seeds_c~d |   .0032549   .0165231     0.20   0.844    -.0291297    .0356396 
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ln_seeds_h~p |  (dropped) 

ln_seeds_h~d |   -.002328    .034439    -0.07   0.946    -.0698271    .0651711 

ln_seeds_t~n |  -.0251808    .020438    -1.23   0.218    -.0652386     .014877 

ln_npk_adult |  (dropped) 

ln_npk_child |  (dropped) 

ln_npk_hired |  (dropped) 

 ln_npk_help |  (dropped) 

ln_npk_tra~n |  (dropped) 

ln_pest_ad~t |          0   .0018807     0.00   1.000    -.0036861    .0036861 

ln_pest_ch~d |   .0089429   .0059196     1.51   0.131    -.0026592     .020545 

ln_pest_hi~d |  (dropped) 

ln_pest_help |  (dropped) 

ln_pest_tr~n |  -.0002319   .0047488    -0.05   0.961    -.0095394    .0090756 

ln_adult_c~d |   .0002143   .0167627     0.01   0.990    -.0326401    .0330686 

ln_adult_h~d |   .0047119   .0094176     0.50   0.617    -.0137462      .02317 

ln_adult_h~p |   .0031078   .0083722     0.37   0.710    -.0133013     .019517 

ln_adult_t~n |  -.0020742   .0030866    -0.67   0.502    -.0081238    .0039755 

ln_child_h~d |   .0018136   .0052055     0.35   0.728    -.0083891    .0120163 

ln_child_h~p |   .0015584   .0042669     0.37   0.715    -.0068046    .0099214 

ln_child_t~n |   -.001884   .0060396    -0.31   0.755    -.0137214    .0099534 

ln_help_hi~d |   .0012178    .005249     0.23   0.817    -.0090702    .0115057 

ln_help_tr~n |   .0065618   .0053335     1.23   0.219    -.0038916    .0170153 

ln_hired_t~n |   .0033861    .004811     0.70   0.482    -.0060434    .0128155 

       _cons |  -1.830648   .7686331    -2.38   0.017    -3.337141   -.3241551 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

     sigma_u |  .64436386 

     sigma_e |  .41145234 

         rho |  .71036157   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Area 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.5199207   .1084371    -4.79   0.000    -.7324536   -.3073878 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Adult labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |    .038806   .0677864     0.57   0.567    -.0940528    .1716648 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Child labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.0082833   .2066972    -0.04   0.968    -.4134024    .3968357 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Hired labor 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |    .115796   .0410462     2.82   0.005     .0353469     .196245 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Mutual aid labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.0388426   .0541312    -0.72   0.473    -.1449379    .0672526 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Animal traction 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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         (1) |   .0818716   .0384556     2.13   0.033        .0065    .1572433 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

B.4. Plot level regression, soil characteristics included, household fixed effects (model f) 
note:  ln_pest_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_pot dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_ph dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_n dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_c dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  hover64 dropped because of collinearity 

 

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       357 

Group variable: hhid                            Number of groups   =       139 

 

R-sq:  within  = 0.7173                         Obs per group: min =         1 

       between = 0.0014                                        avg =       2.6 

       overall = 0.0035                                        max =         8 

 

                                                Wald chi2(107)     =         . 

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.9999                        Prob > chi2        =         . 

 

                                  (Replications based on 139 clusters in hhid) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

             |   Observed   Bootstrap                         Normal-based 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

      hhsize |  (dropped) 

    hunder15 |  (dropped) 

       h1564 |  (dropped) 

        depr |  (dropped) 

      female |  (dropped) 

      single |  (dropped) 

         dam |   .8071509    1.63411     0.49   0.621    -2.395646    4.009948 

      spring |   .7441874    1.61895     0.46   0.646    -2.428896    3.917271 

        rain |   .4056451   1.602495     0.25   0.800    -2.735187    3.546477 

     ln_area |  -.5778644   .2718631    -2.13   0.034    -1.110706   -.0450226 

    ln_seeds |  (dropped) 

      ln_npk |  (dropped) 

     ln_pest |  (dropped) 

    ln_adult |   .0571624   .1757702     0.33   0.745    -.2873409    .4016658 

    ln_child |   .0550913   .4631097     0.12   0.905    -.8525871    .9627697 

     ln_help |  -.0407566    .289238    -0.14   0.888    -.6076526    .5261394 

    ln_hired |    .108154   .1148444     0.94   0.346    -.1169368    .3332449 

 ln_traction |   .0819494   .0827852     0.99   0.322    -.0803066    .2442054 

   ln_seeds2 |   .0102498   .0829292     0.12   0.902    -.1522884    .1727881 

    ln_area2 |  -.0139587   .0886773    -0.16   0.875    -.1877631    .1598457 

     ln_npk2 |    .011463   .0695554     0.16   0.869     -.124863     .147789 

    ln_pest2 |  -.0065917   .0131524    -0.50   0.616    -.0323699    .0191866 

   ln_adult2 |    .007202   .0235684     0.31   0.760    -.0389912    .0533951 

   ln_child2 |  -.0144253   .0714917    -0.20   0.840    -.1545464    .1256959 

    ln_help2 |   .0177794   .0351702     0.51   0.613    -.0511528    .0867117 

   ln_hired2 |    .007443   .0157089     0.47   0.636    -.0233458    .0382318 

ln_traction2 |   .0273491   .0174541     1.57   0.117    -.0068604    .0615585 

 ln_area_npk |   .1241617   .1800391     0.69   0.490    -.2287084    .4770318 

ln_area_pest |   .0995157   .1397143     0.71   0.476    -.1743194    .3733508 

ln_area_se~s |  -.0600535   .1576688    -0.38   0.703    -.3690786    .2489717 

ln_area_ad~t |   .0310688   .0272702     1.14   0.255    -.0223799    .0845176 

ln_area_ch~d |   -.034459   .0992234    -0.35   0.728    -.2289333    .1600153 

ln_area_help |   .0013609   .0586102     0.02   0.981    -.1135131    .1162348 

ln_area_hi~d |   .0155299   .0359866     0.43   0.666    -.0550025    .0860623 

ln_area_tr~n |  -.0483412   .0471703    -1.02   0.305    -.1407932    .0441109 

ln_seeds_npk |  -.0259889   .0728681    -0.36   0.721    -.1688077    .1168299 
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ln_seeds_a~t |  -.1028698   .3106948    -0.33   0.741    -.7118205    .5060808 

ln_seeds_c~d |    .012576   .1122016     0.11   0.911     -.207335     .232487 

ln_seeds_h~p |  (dropped) 

ln_seeds_h~d |   .0148522   .2908435     0.05   0.959    -.5551907    .5848951 

ln_seeds_t~n |   .0027143   .1418647     0.02   0.985    -.2753355    .2807641 

ln_npk_adult |  (dropped) 

ln_npk_child |  (dropped) 

ln_npk_hired |  (dropped) 

 ln_npk_help |  (dropped) 

ln_npk_tra~n |  (dropped) 

ln_pest_ad~t |          0   .0026552     0.00   1.000    -.0052041    .0052041 

ln_pest_ch~d |   -.003016   .0212999    -0.14   0.887     -.044763     .038731 

ln_pest_hi~d |  (dropped) 

ln_pest_help |  (dropped) 

ln_pest_tr~n |   .0109828   .0182248     0.60   0.547    -.0247371    .0467027 

ln_adult_c~d |   .0021438   .0438591     0.05   0.961    -.0838183     .088106 

ln_adult_h~d |   -.006718   .0177466    -0.38   0.705    -.0415008    .0280648 

ln_adult_h~p |  -.0105906   .0231183    -0.46   0.647    -.0559017    .0347205 

ln_adult_t~n |  -.0064121   .0076498    -0.84   0.402    -.0214055    .0085813 

ln_child_h~d |   .0089576   .0172499     0.52   0.604    -.0248516    .0427668 

ln_child_h~p |   .0029533   .0277127     0.11   0.915    -.0513626    .0572692 

ln_child_t~n |   .0045332   .0193683     0.23   0.815    -.0334279    .0424943 

ln_help_hi~d |  -.0054033   .0167607    -0.32   0.747    -.0382537    .0274471 

ln_help_tr~n |   .0075249    .018191     0.41   0.679    -.0281287    .0431785 

ln_hired_t~n |    .004958   .0125319     0.40   0.692    -.0196041    .0295201 

        ln_c |  -34.96156   59.02152    -0.59   0.554    -150.6416     80.7185 

        ln_n |   62.54373   91.76606     0.68   0.496    -117.3145    242.4019 

       ln_ph |  -360.2501   1063.531    -0.34   0.735    -2444.732    1724.232 

      ln_pot |  -98.23418   181.5865    -0.54   0.589    -454.1372    257.6689 

     ln_clay |  -18.88516   388.7675    -0.05   0.961    -780.8554    743.0851 

     ln_silt |   108.2609   1429.943     0.08   0.940    -2694.376    2910.898 

       ln_c2 |   18.65398   59.47345     0.31   0.754    -97.91183    135.2198 

       ln_n2 |   61.14007   92.71559     0.66   0.510    -120.5792    242.8593 

      ln_ph2 |   199.8287   669.6409     0.30   0.765    -1112.643    1512.301 

     ln_pot2 |  -21.67374   60.45818    -0.36   0.720    -140.1696    96.82212 

    ln_clay2 |   34.01975   160.8101     0.21   0.832    -281.1623    349.2018 

    ln_silt2 |   38.22679   347.5058     0.11   0.912     -642.872    719.3256 

   ln_area_c |  -.2841147   2.719614    -0.10   0.917    -5.614461    5.046231 

   ln_area_n |   .7110077   3.172016     0.22   0.823     -5.50603    6.928045 

  ln_area_ph |   -.941007    4.14422    -0.23   0.820    -9.063528    7.181514 

 ln_area_pot |   1.004103   .7725156     1.30   0.194    -.5099999    2.518206 

ln_area_clay |   1.091318   2.028215     0.54   0.591     -2.88391    5.066545 

ln_area_silt |  -.2783924   1.387181    -0.20   0.841    -2.997217    2.440432 

    ln_npk_c |  (dropped) 

    ln_npk_n |  -.0475565   1.283409    -0.04   0.970    -2.562991    2.467879 

   ln_npk_ph |  (dropped) 

  ln_npk_pot |  (dropped) 

   ln_pest_c |  (dropped) 

   ln_pest_n |  (dropped) 

  ln_pest_ph |  (dropped) 

 ln_pest_pot |  (dropped) 

  ln_adult_c |   -.487405   .8110063    -0.60   0.548    -2.076948    1.102138 

  ln_adult_n |   .6173141   1.106692     0.56   0.577    -1.551763    2.786391 

 ln_adult_ph |   -.505434   1.557755    -0.32   0.746    -3.558577    2.547709 

ln_adult_pot |  -.3667183   .3361274    -1.09   0.275    -1.025516    .2920793 

ln_adult_c~y |   .1479097   1.161467     0.13   0.899    -2.128523    2.424343 

ln_adult_s~t |   -.187515    .813334    -0.23   0.818     -1.78162     1.40659 

  ln_child_c |   -.306452   2.297556    -0.13   0.894    -4.809578    4.196674 

  ln_child_n |   .4850169   2.548814     0.19   0.849    -4.510566      5.4806 

ln_child_pot |   .0218599   .5396372     0.04   0.968     -1.03581    1.079529 

 ln_child_ph |  -.0880775   3.800538    -0.02   0.982    -7.536995     7.36084 

ln_child_c~y |  -.1019287   1.358235    -0.08   0.940     -2.76402    2.560162 

ln_child_s~t |   -.227298   1.183279    -0.19   0.848    -2.546482    2.091886 

   ln_help_c |   .5597926      1.575     0.36   0.722     -2.52715    3.646735 

   ln_help_n |  -.6704969   1.931596    -0.35   0.729    -4.456355    3.115361 

 ln_help_pot |   .0938763   .5401423     0.17   0.862    -.9647832    1.152536 

  ln_help_ph |   .4854683   2.700862     0.18   0.857    -4.808124     5.77906 

ln_help_clay |   .1811811   1.092083     0.17   0.868    -1.959261    2.321624 

ln_help_silt |   .0126136   .8992317     0.01   0.989    -1.749848    1.775075 
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  ln_hired_c |   -.385868     .82761    -0.47   0.641    -2.007954    1.236218 

  ln_hired_n |   .4292455   .9928711     0.43   0.666    -1.516746    2.375237 

 ln_hired_ph |   .0831205   1.444651     0.06   0.954    -2.748344    2.914585 

ln_hired_pot |  -.2469139   .2677033    -0.92   0.356    -.7716028    .2777749 

ln_hired_c~y |  -.3263553    .673994    -0.48   0.628    -1.647359    .9946488 

ln_hired_s~t |   .0751762    .567112     0.13   0.895    -1.036343    1.186695 

ln_tractio~c |   .6520762   .5944244     1.10   0.273    -.5129742    1.817127 

ln_tracti~_n |  -.7042722   .6070459    -1.16   0.246     -1.89406    .4855159 

ln_tractio~h |  -.0730189   .8860142    -0.08   0.934    -1.809575    1.663537 

ln_tracti~ot |   .1505859   .1949898     0.77   0.440    -.2315871    .5327588 

ln_tractio~y |   .5050331   .4715708     1.07   0.284    -.4192286    1.429295 

ln_tracti~lt |  -.0736266    .301478    -0.24   0.807    -.6645126    .5172594 

      ln_c_n |  -66.97406    144.402    -0.46   0.643    -349.9967    216.0486 

     ln_c_ph |   217.4021   267.5478     0.81   0.416     -306.982    741.7862 

    ln_c_pot |   7.531696   37.13685     0.20   0.839    -65.25518    80.31858 

   ln_c_clay |   60.70949   120.0288     0.51   0.613    -174.5426    295.9616 

   ln_c_silt |  -27.23005   101.9849    -0.27   0.789    -227.1168    172.6567 

     ln_n_ph |  -188.9266   288.7423    -0.65   0.513    -754.8512     376.998 

    ln_n_pot |  -.6559943   42.27745    -0.02   0.988    -83.51827    82.20628 

   ln_n_clay |  -53.51001   157.8292    -0.34   0.735    -362.8496    255.8296 

   ln_n_silt |   3.015054   114.7824     0.03   0.979    -221.9543    227.9844 

   ln_ph_pot |   147.5979   212.0707     0.70   0.486    -268.0531    563.2488 

  ln_ph_clay |   375.7283   322.0508     1.17   0.243    -255.4797    1006.936 

  ln_ph_silt |  -128.3114   580.0246    -0.22   0.825    -1265.139    1008.516 

 ln_pot_clay |    68.5672   82.41652     0.83   0.405     -92.9662    230.1006 

 ln_pot_silt |  -35.89503   70.10728    -0.51   0.609    -173.3028    101.5127 

ln_clay_silt |  -140.2355   178.6926    -0.78   0.433    -490.4666    209.9956 

       _cons |   4.919733    53.7438     0.09   0.927    -100.4162    110.2556 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

     sigma_u |   48.26727 

     sigma_e |  .36464489 

         rho |  .99994293   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Area 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.5601058   .1265172    -4.43   0.000    -.8093317     -.31088 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Adult labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .0681853   .0650724     1.05   0.296    -.0600007    .1963713 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

Child labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .1413689   .0636338     2.22   0.027     .0160168     .266721 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Hired labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |    .280185   .1768203     1.58   0.114     -.068133     .628503 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Mutual aid labor 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.0374284   .0331228    -1.13   0.260    -.1026769    .0278202 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Animal traction 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .0743738   .0253567     2.93   0.004     .0244237     .124324 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Carbon 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.4171359   2.448719    -0.17   0.865    -5.240862     4.40659 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Nitrogen 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   .5524423    2.79968     0.20   0.844     -4.96264    6.067525 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Potassium 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   1.025717   .9148199     1.12   0.263    -.7763845    2.827819 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

pH 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |   1.627331   4.358504     0.37   0.709    -6.958475    10.21314 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Clay 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.6801266   1.304844    -0.52   0.603    -3.250535    1.890282 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Silt 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    ln_yield |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

         (1) |  -.8817398   .8983343    -0.98   0.327    -2.651366    .8878869 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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C.1. Model a – Household level, village fixed effects, no soil characteristics included 
note:  v44 dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  hover64 dropped because of collinearity 

 

Area 

 ( 1)  ln_area = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_area2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_seeds = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_area_npk = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_area_pest = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_area_adult = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_area_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_area_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_area_traction = 0 

 

           chi2( 10) =   73.39 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 

Adult labor 

 ( 1)  ln_adult = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_adult2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_adult = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_adult = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_adult = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_adult = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_adult_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_adult_traction = 0 

 

           chi2( 10) =   42.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 

Child labor 

 ( 1)  ln_child = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_child2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_child = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_child = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_child = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_child = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_child_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_traction = 0 

 

           chi2( 10) =   15.77 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1064 

 

Mutual aid labor 

 ( 1)  ln_help = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_help2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_help = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_help = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_help = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_help = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_help = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_help = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_hired_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_help_traction = 0 

 

           chi2( 10) =    7.37 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6903 

 

Hired labor 

 ( 1)  ln_hired = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_hired2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_hired = 0 
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 ( 4)  ln_seeds_hired = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_hired = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_hired = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_hired = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_hired_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_hired_traction = 0 

 

           chi2( 10) =   30.38 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0007 

 

Animal traction 

 ( 1)  ln_traction = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_traction2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_traction = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_traction = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_traction = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_traction = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_traction = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_traction = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_help_traction = 0 

 (10)  ln_hired_traction = 0 

 

           chi2( 10) =   27.41 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0022 

 

C.2. Model b – Household level, village fixed effects, soil characteristics included 
note:  v44 dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_pot dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_ph dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_pot dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_ph dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  hover64 dropped because of collinearity 

 

Area  

 ( 1)  ln_area = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_area2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_seeds = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_area_npk = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_area_pest = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_area_adult = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_area_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_area_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_area_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_area_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_area_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_area_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_area_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_area_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_area_silt = 0 

 

           chi2( 16) =   20.95 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1804 

 

Adult labor 

 ( 1)  ln_adult = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_adult2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_adult = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_adult = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_adult = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_adult = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_child = 0 
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 ( 8)  ln_adult_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_adult_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_adult_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_adult_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_adult_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_adult_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_adult_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_adult_silt = 0 

 

           chi2( 16) =   14.72 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5449 

 

Child labor 

 ( 1)  ln_child = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_child2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_child = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_child = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_child = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_child = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_child_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_child_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_child_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_child_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_child_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_child_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_child_silt = 0 

 

           chi2( 16) =    4.44 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9979 

 

Mutual aid labor 

 ( 1)  ln_help = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_help2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_help = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_help = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_help = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_help = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_help = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_help = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_hired_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_help_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_help_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_help_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_help_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_help_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_help_silt = 0 

 

           chi2( 16) =    3.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9998 

 

Hired labor 

 ( 1)  ln_hired = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_hired2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_hired = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_hired = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_hired = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_hired = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_hired = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_hired_traction = 0 

 (10)  ln_hired_help = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_hired_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_hired_ph = 0 
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 (14)  ln_hired_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_hired_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_hired_silt = 0 

 

           chi2( 16) =   11.12 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8018 

 

Animal traction 

 ( 1)  ln_traction = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_traction2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_traction = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_traction = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_traction = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_traction = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_traction = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_traction = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_help_traction = 0 

 (10)  ln_hired_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_traction_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_traction_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_traction_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_traction_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_traction_silt = 0 

 

           chi2( 16) =    9.63 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8851 

 

Carbon 

 ( 1)  ln_c = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_c2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_c_n = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_ph = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_c_pot = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_c_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_c_silt = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_c = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_c = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_c = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_c = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_c = 0 

 (14)  ln_seeds_c = 0 

 (15)  ln_npk_c = 0 

 (16)  ln_pest_c = 0 

 

           chi2( 16) =    4.17 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9986 

 

Nitrogen 

 ( 1)  ln_n = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_n2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_c_n = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_n_ph = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_n_pot = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_n_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_n_silt = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_n = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_n = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_n = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_n = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_n = 0 

 (14)  ln_seeds_n = 0 

 (15)  ln_npk_n = 0 

 (16)  ln_pest_n = 0 

 

           chi2( 16) =   22.09 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1404 
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pH 

 ( 1)  ln_ph = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_ph2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_n_ph = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_ph = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_ph_pot = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_ph_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_ph_silt = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_ph = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_ph = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_ph = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_ph = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_ph = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_seeds_ph = 0 

 (15)  ln_traction_ph = 0 

 (16)  ln_seeds_ph = 0 

       Constraint 15 dropped 

       Constraint 16 dropped 

 

           chi2( 14) =    2.15 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9999 

 

Potassium 

 ( 1)  ln_pot = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_pot2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_n_pot = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_pot = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_ph_pot = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pot_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_pot_silt = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_pot = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_pot = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_pot = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_pot = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_pot = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_pot = 0 

 (14)  ln_seeds_pot = 0 

 

           chi2( 14) =    2.21 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9998 

 

Clay 

 ( 1)  ln_clay = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_clay2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_n_clay = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_clay = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_ph_clay = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pot_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_pot_clay = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_clay = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_clay = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_clay = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_clay = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_clay = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_clay = 0 

 (14)  ln_seeds_clay = 0 

       Constraint 7 dropped 

 

           chi2( 13) =    1.93 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9998 

 

Silt 

 ( 1)  ln_silt = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_silt2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_n_silt = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_silt = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_ph_silt = 0 
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 ( 6)  ln_pot_silt = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_pot_silt = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_silt = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_silt = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_silt = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_silt = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_silt = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_silt = 0 

 (14)  ln_seeds_silt = 0 

       Constraint 7 dropped 

 

           chi2( 13) =    1.14 

         Prob > chi2 =    1.0000 

 

C.3. Model c – Plot level, household fixed effects, no soil characteristics included 
note:  ln_npk_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  hover64 dropped because of collinearity 

 

Area 

 ( 1)  ln_area = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_area2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_seeds = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_area_npk = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_area_pest = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_area_adult = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_area_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_area_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_area_traction = 0 

          

chi2( 10) =   45.21 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 

Adult labor 

 ( 1)  ln_adult = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_adult2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_adult = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_adult = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_adult = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_adult = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_adult_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_adult_traction = 0 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

          

  chi2(  9) =    3.60 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9355 

 

Child labor 

 ( 1)  ln_child = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_child2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_child = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_child = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_child = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_child = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_child_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_traction = 0 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

 

           chi2(  9) =    2.76 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9731 

 

Mutual aid labor 

 ( 1)  ln_help = 0 
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 ( 2)  ln_help2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_help = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_help = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_help = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_help = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_help = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_help = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_help_hired = 0 

 (10)  ln_help_traction = 0 

       Constraint 4 dropped 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

       Constraint 6 dropped 

 

           chi2(  7) =    5.97 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5438 

 

Hired labor 

 ( 1)  ln_hired = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_hired2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_hired = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_hired = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_hired = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_hired = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_hired = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_help_hired = 0 

 (10)  ln_hired_traction = 0 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

       Constraint 6 dropped 

 

           chi2(  8) =   12.00 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1513 

 

Animal traction 

 ( 1)  ln_traction = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_traction2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_traction = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_traction = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_traction = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_traction = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_traction = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_traction = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_help_traction = 0 

 (10)  ln_hired_traction = 0 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

 

           chi2(  9) =    9.95 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.3550 

 

C.4. Model d – Plot level, household fixed effects, soil characteristics included 
note:  ln_pest_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_pest_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_silt dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_clay dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_pot dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_ph dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_n dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_c dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_npk_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  ln_seeds_pest dropped because of collinearity 

note:  hover64 dropped because of collinearity 

 

Area 

 ( 1)  ln_area = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_area2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_seeds = 0 
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 ( 4)  ln_area_npk = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_area_pest = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_area_adult = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_area_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_area_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_area_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_area_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_area_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_area_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_area_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_area_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_area_silt = 0 

 

           chi2( 16) =   20.80 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.1863 

 

Adult labor 

 ( 1)  ln_adult = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_adult2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_adult = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_adult = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_adult = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_adult = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_adult_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_adult_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_adult_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_adult_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_adult_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_adult_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_adult_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_adult_silt = 0 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

 

           chi2( 15) =    4.16 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9971 

 

Child labor 

 ( 1)  ln_child = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_child2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_child = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_child = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_child = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_child = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_child = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_child_help = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_child_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_child_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_child_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_child_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_child_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_child_silt = 0 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

 

           chi2( 15) =    1.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    1.0000 

 

Mutual aid labor 

 ( 1)  ln_help = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_help2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_help = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_help = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_help = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_help = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_help = 0 
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 ( 8)  ln_child_help = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_help_hired = 0 

 (10)  ln_help_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_help_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_help_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_help_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_help_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_help_silt = 0 

       Constraint 4 dropped 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

       Constraint 6 dropped 

 

           chi2( 13) =    1.68 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9999 

 

Hired labor 

 ( 1)  ln_hired = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_hired2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_hired = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_hired = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_hired = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_hired = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_hired = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_hired = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_hired_traction = 0 

 (10)  ln_help_hired = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_hired_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_hired_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_hired_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_hired_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_hired_silt = 0 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

       Constraint 6 dropped 

 

           chi2( 14) =    4.16 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9944 

 

Animal traction 

 ( 1)  ln_traction = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_traction2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_area_traction = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_seeds_traction = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_npk_traction = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pest_traction = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_adult_traction = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_child_traction = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_help_traction = 0 

 (10)  ln_hired_traction = 0 

 (11)  ln_traction_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_traction_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_traction_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_traction_clay = 0 

 (16)  ln_traction_silt = 0 

       Constraint 5 dropped 

 

           chi2( 15) =    8.21 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9149 

 

Carbon 

 ( 1)  ln_c = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_c2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_c_n = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_ph = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_c_pot = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_c_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_c_silt = 0 
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 ( 8)  ln_area_c = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_c = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_c = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_c = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_c = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_c = 0 

 (14)  ln_c_ph = 0 

 (15)  ln_c_pot = 0 

 (16)  ln_c_clay = 0 

       Constraint 14 dropped 

       Constraint 15 dropped 

       Constraint 16 dropped 

 

           chi2( 13) =    3.24 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9969 

 

Nitrogen 

 ( 1)  ln_n = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_n2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_c_n = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_n_ph = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_n_pot = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_n_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_n_silt = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_n = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_n = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_n = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_n = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_n = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_n = 0 

 (14)  ln_npk_n = 0 

 (15)  ln_pest_n = 0 

 

           chi2( 15) =   47.37 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

pH 

 ( 1)  ln_ph = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_ph2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_n_ph = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_ph = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_ph_pot = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_ph_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_ph_silt = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_ph = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_ph = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_ph = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_ph = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_ph = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_ph = 0 

 (14)  ln_npk_ph = 0 

 (15)  ln_pest_ph = 0 

       Constraint 14 dropped 

       Constraint 15 dropped 

 

           chi2( 13) =    3.47 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9956 

 

Potassium 

 ( 1)  ln_pot = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_pot2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_n_pot = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_pot = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_ph_pot = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pot_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_pot_silt = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_pot = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_pot = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_pot = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_pot = 0 
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 (12)  ln_help_pot = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_pot = 0 

 (14)  ln_npk_pot = 0 

 (15)  ln_pest_pot = 0 

       Constraint 14 dropped 

       Constraint 15 dropped 

 

           chi2( 13) =    6.56 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9233 

 

Clay 

 ( 1)  ln_clay = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_clay2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_n_clay = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_clay = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_ph_clay = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pot_clay = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_pot_clay = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_clay = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_clay = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_clay = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_clay = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_clay = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_clay = 0 

       Constraint 7 dropped 

 

           chi2( 12) =    3.83 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.9863 

 

Silt 

 ( 1)  ln_silt = 0 

 ( 2)  ln_silt2 = 0 

 ( 3)  ln_n_silt = 0 

 ( 4)  ln_c_silt = 0 

 ( 5)  ln_ph_silt = 0 

 ( 6)  ln_pot_silt = 0 

 ( 7)  ln_pot_silt = 0 

 ( 8)  ln_area_silt = 0 

 ( 9)  ln_adult_silt = 0 

 (10)  ln_child_silt = 0 

 (11)  ln_hired_silt = 0 

 (12)  ln_help_silt = 0 

 (13)  ln_traction_silt = 0 

       Constraint 7 dropped 

 

           chi2( 12) =    1.39 

           Prob > chi2 =    0.9999 
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This appendix provides the full regression results from STATA for the specification test 

results discussed in the thesis.  
 

Nested Wald tests of the household level model, comparing the model without and with soil 

characteristics 

 H0: Block 2 = 0 

 H1: Block 2 ≠ 0 

 

Block F Block df Residual df Pr>F R
2
 Change in R

2
 

Household level     

  Village fixed effects     

1 4.51                   78 221 0.0000 0.6143  

2 0.68                73 148 0.9682    0.7109 0.0965 

Plot level      

Household fixed effects     

1 6.01 52 304 0.0000    0.5071  

2 1.61 64 240 0.0058    0.6550 0.1479 

Block 1 Model did not contain soil characteristics 

Block 2 Model contained soil characteristics 
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APPENDIX E 

RESULTS FOR WALD TEST OF CONSTANT RETURNS TO SCALE 
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E.1. Model a – Household level, village fixed effects, no soil characteristics included 
test ln_area2+ ln_adult2+ ln_child2+ ln_hired2+ ln_help2+ ln_traction2+ ln_seeds2+ 

ln_npk2+ ln_pest2=0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.03 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.8620 

 

test ln_area_adult+ln_area_child+ ln_area_hired+ ln_area_help+ ln_area_traction+ 

ln_adult_child+ ln_adult_hired+ ln_adult_help+ ln_adult_traction+ ln_child_help+ 

ln_child_hired+ln_child_traction+ ln_hired_help+ ln_help_traction+ ln_hired_traction+ 

ln_seeds_adult+ ln_area_seeds+ ln_seeds_child+ ln_seeds_hired+ ln_seeds_help+ 

ln_seeds_traction+ ln_area_npk+ ln_npk_adult+ ln_npk_child+ ln_npk_hired+ ln_npk_help+ 

ln_npk_traction+ ln_area_pest+ln_pest_adult+ ln_pest_child+ ln_pest_hired+ 

ln_pest_help+ln_pest_traction+ln_seeds_npk+ln_seeds_pest=1, accum 

           chi2(  2) =    0.96 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.6194 

 

E.2. Model b – Household level, village fixed effects, soil characteristics included 
test ln_area2+ ln_adult2+ ln_child2+ ln_hired2+ ln_help2+ ln_traction2+ 

ln_seeds2+ln_npk2+ ln_pest2+ ln_c2+ ln_n2+ ln_ph2+ ln_pot2+ ln_clay2+ ln_silt2=0 

 

       F(  1,   148) =    0.28 

            Prob > F =    0.5950 

 

test ln_area_adult+ ln_area_child+ ln_area_hired+ ln_area_help+ ln_area_traction+ 

ln_adult_child+ ln_adult_hired+ ln_adult_help+ ln_adult_traction+ ln_child_help+ 

ln_child_hired+ln_child_traction+ ln_hired_help+ ln_help_traction+ ln_hired_traction+ 

ln_seeds_adult+ ln_area_seeds+ ln_seeds_child+ ln_seeds_hired+ ln_seeds_help+ 

ln_seeds_traction+ ln_area_npk+ ln_npk_adult+ ln_npk_child+ ln_npk_hired+ ln_npk_help+ 

ln_npk_traction+ ln_area_pest+ln_pest_adult+ ln_pest_child+ ln_pest_hired+ 

ln_pest_help+ ln_pest_traction+ ln_seeds_npk+ln_seeds_pest+ ln_area_c+ ln_area_n+ 

ln_area_ph+ ln_area_pot+ ln_area_clay+ ln_area_silt+ ln_adult_c+ ln_adult_n+ 

ln_adult_pot+ ln_adult_ph+ ln_adult_clay+ ln_adult_silt+ ln_child_c+ ln_child_n+ 

ln_child_pot+ ln_child_ph+ ln_child_clay+ ln_child_silt+ ln_help_c+ ln_help_n+ 

ln_help_ph+ ln_help_pot+ ln_help_clay+ ln_help_silt+ ln_hired_c+ ln_hired_n+ 

ln_hired_ph+ ln_hired_pot+ ln_hired_clay+ ln_hired_silt+ ln_traction_c+ ln_traction_n+ 

ln_traction_ph+ ln_traction_pot+ ln_traction_clay+ ln_traction_silt+ ln_c_n+ ln_c_ph+ 

ln_c_pot+ln_c_clay+ ln_c_silt+ ln_n_ph+ ln_n_pot+ ln_n_clay+ ln_n_silt+ ln_ph_pot+ 

ln_ph_clay+ln_ph_silt+ ln_pot_clay+ ln_pot_silt+ ln_clay_silt+ ln_seeds_c+ ln_seeds_n+ 

ln_seeds_ph+ln_seeds_pot+ ln_seeds_clay+ ln_seeds_silt+ ln_npk_c+ ln_npk_n+ ln_pest_c+ 

ln_pest_n=1, accum 

 

       F(  2,   148) =    0.81 

            Prob > F =    0.4454 

 

E.3. Model c – Plot level, household fixed effects, no soil characteristics included 
test ln_area2+ ln_adult2+ ln_child2+ ln_hired2+ ln_help2+ ln_traction2+ ln_seeds2+ 

ln_npk2+ ln_pest2=0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.42 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5172 

 

test ln_area_adult+ ln_area_child+ ln_area_hired+ ln_area_help+ ln_area_traction+ 

ln_adult_child+ ln_adult_hired+ ln_adult_help+ ln_adult_traction+ ln_child_help+ 

ln_child_hired+ln_child_traction+ ln_help_hired+ ln_help_traction+ 

ln_hired_traction+ln_seeds_adult+ ln_area_seeds+ ln_seeds_child+ ln_seeds_hired+ 

ln_seeds_help+ ln_seeds_traction+ ln_area_npk+ ln_npk_adult+ ln_npk_child+ 

ln_npk_hired+ ln_npk_help+ ln_npk_traction+ ln_area_pest+ln_pest_adult+ ln_pest_child+ 

ln_pest_hired+ ln_pest_help+ln_pest_traction+ln_seeds_npk=1, accum 

           chi2(  2) =   48.72 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 

 

E.4. Model d – Plot level, household fixed effects, soil characteristics included  
test ln_area2+ ln_adult2+ ln_child2+ ln_hired2+ ln_help2+ ln_traction2+ 

ln_seeds2+ln_npk2+ ln_pest2+ ln_c2+ ln_n2+ ln_ph2+ ln_pot2+ ln_clay2+ ln_silt2=0 

           chi2(  1) =    0.37 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.5426 
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test ln_area_adult+ ln_area_child+ ln_area_hired+ ln_area_help+ ln_area_traction+ 

ln_adult_child+ ln_adult_hired+ ln_adult_help+ ln_adult_traction+ ln_child_help+ 

ln_child_hired+ln_child_traction+ ln_help_hired+ ln_help_traction+ ln_hired_traction+ 

ln_seeds_adult+ ln_area_seeds+ ln_seeds_child+ ln_seeds_hired+ 

ln_seeds_help+ln_seeds_traction+ ln_area_npk+ ln_npk_adult+ ln_npk_child+ 

ln_npk_hired+ ln_npk_help+ ln_npk_traction+ ln_area_pest+ln_pest_adult+ ln_pest_child+ 

ln_pest_hired+ ln_pest_help+ ln_pest_traction+ ln_seeds_npk+ln_area_c+ ln_area_n+ 

ln_area_ph+ ln_area_pot+ ln_area_clay+ ln_area_silt+ ln_adult_c+ ln_adult_n+ 

ln_adult_pot+ ln_adult_ph+ ln_adult_clay+ ln_adult_silt+ ln_child_c+ ln_child_n+ 

ln_child_pot+ ln_child_ph+ ln_child_clay+ ln_child_silt+ ln_help_c+ ln_help_n+ 

ln_help_ph+ ln_help_pot+ ln_help_clay+ ln_help_silt+ ln_hired_c+ ln_hired_n+ 

ln_hired_ph+ ln_hired_pot+ ln_hired_clay+ ln_hired_silt+ ln_traction_c+ ln_traction_n+ 

ln_traction_ph+ ln_traction_pot+ ln_traction_clay+ ln_traction_silt+ ln_c_n+ ln_c_ph+ 

ln_c_pot+ln_c_clay+ ln_c_silt+ ln_n_ph+ ln_n_pot+ ln_n_clay+ ln_n_silt+ ln_ph_pot+ 

ln_ph_clay+ln_ph_silt+ ln_pot_clay+ ln_pot_silt+ ln_clay_silt+ ln_npk_c+ ln_npk_n+ 

ln_pest_c+ ln_pest_n=1, accum 

 

           chi2(  2) =    0.68 

         Prob > chi2 =    0.7124 
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